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President's Column 
By 

D. R. Gehlbach 

One of the greatest values in our 
Society is this fine publication, The 
Ohio Archaeologist. Many people have 
viewed articles in our magazines as the 
primary reference for their collections 
or as a major source of background in
formation on artifact types and the pre
historic Ohioan. For this reason, many 
of us have accumulated libraries of back 
issues of our magazine for information 
or educational purposes or even to 
document the histories of artifacts in 
our possession. 

Some time ago, the officers and trus
tees of our society recognized that there 
was a need to provide an overall index 
to all of our publications for the use of 
our membership. A special publication 
would not only supply information on 
the contents of the magazine over the 
past 43 plus years, but would also an
swer many typical questions such as, 
"Where do I find more about the types 
of relics in my collection?" 

The long awaited bibliography/index 
is now in the initial stage of preparation. 
The Society has asked Dr. James Murphy 
of The Ohio State University to prepare 
the special publication, and Jim has 
graciously agreed to accommodate our 
request. Some of you may know that 
Jim published his own "Bibliography of 
Ohio Archaeology" some six years ago 
and regularly contributes articles to our 
magazine. 

When completed in the fall of 1985, 
this special magazine should become 
a valuable source of information for 
both the member and researcher. We 
feel this will be the first of several such 
publications in the next several years to 
support the specialized interests of both 
the amateur and professional in our 
society. 

FRONT COVER 
In 1846 the famous Squier and Davis 

excavation of Mound City began. The 
result of this and other excavations re
sulted in the publication of the book 
ANCIENTMONUMENTSOFTHE MIS
SISSIPPI VALLEY, first publication of 
the Smithsonian Institute. Among the 
spectacular finds made at Mound City 
was the discovery of a large number 
of effigy pipes all ceremonially killed. 

These pipes and other material from the 
Squier and Davis col lections were 
eventually deposited in the British 
Museum where they reside today. 

We are indebted to Dr. Barbara Hark-
ness of Kent State University for furnish
ing the color picture on the front cover. 
Dr. Harkness recently photographed the 
entire Squier and Davis series on a trip 
to London. 

BACK COVER 
This outstanding Archaic bevel is in 

the collection of Franklyn Smith, Bloom 
Center, Logan County, Ohio. It was found 
five miles north of Quincy, Pleasant 
Township, Logan County, Ohio. It is 
made of Coshocton flint and is three 
and one half inches long. It is one of 
the finest examples of the type known. 
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More Portage River Pottery Pipes 

In the Summer of 1984 issue of the 
Ohio Archaeologist, two quite similar 
punctated pottery elbow pipes found 
near the Portage River in Ottawa County 
in 1917 by Arthur George Smith and in 
1932 by the late Henry A. Miller respec
tively were described and pictured. The 
second of the punctated pipes is now 
the property of the Ottawa County Mu
seum in Port Clinton as are the two addi
tional pottery pipes shown here. Part 
of the collection assembled by Earl 
Wendling, whose home was on the 
north bank of the Portage River not far 
from its mouth and some four miles from 
the Late Woodland Libben Site (Romain; 
1979:40), the two pipes here illustrated 
are without incised lines or punctated 
dots and appear to be of Late Woodland 
or Mississippian origin. The elbow pipe 
shown in Figure 1 measures 3% inches 
in length, 1% inches in height, and % 
inches in mid-section. An old break 
across its stem has been mended. Dark 
brown (shading into black) in coloration, 
the pipe's bowl has a rolled rim while 
its stem has a flared, flattened mouth
piece. 

The second pipe (see Figures 2 and 3) 
is quite dissimilar in form and style from 
the first. Light mottled gray in color, it 
represents a version of an elbow pipe, 
yet with a mouthpiece and bowl each 
smaller than its mid-section. It measures 
3 inches in length and 1% inches in 
height. Its mouthpiece is Yi inch wide; 
its bowl, 15/ie inch in external diameter, 
with an aperture of %e inch. In contrast, 
its heavy mid-section is 1!4 inches in 
thickness. 

Though recent studies have sug
gested the absence of Iroquoian pres
ence in the Maumee Bay/Portage River/ 
Sandusky Bay area in late prehistoric 
times (Stothers and Graves, 1982; 
Brose, 1978,1984; Bush, 1984), at least 

By 
Phillip R. Shriver 
Miami University 

one authority (Trigger, 1976:142) has 
pictured a pipe strikingly similar to the 
one shown here in Figures 2 and 3 and 
has identified that particular one as 
typically middle Iroquoian {circa A D . 
1300-1400). Interestingly, another re
port respecting the Libben Site of the 
Portage River Valley (Balz, 1978:26) has 
described the people who occupied it 
as "ancestral Huron of Late Woodland 
times (700-1300A.D.).'Inasmuch as the 
Huron were an Iroquoian people, one 
is inclined not to dismiss out of hand 
the possible cultural linkage of the pipes 
found by Earl Wendling in the 1920s 
along the Portage River and materials 
found at the Libben Site in the course 
of its exploration in the 1960s and 1970s. 
My hope is that full reports of the Libben 
investigation will be published some 
day, that additional light can be focused 
on this subject. 

Acknowledgements 
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Fig. 1 (Shriver) Pottery elbow pipe from the Portage River Valley near Port Clinton showing rolled 
bowl rim and constricted mouthpiece. 
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The name Fishspear point is thought 
to have originated with the late John 
Schatz of Darbyville, Ohio. It probably 
came from its resemblance to a swim
ming fish when viewed from the side 
rather than from some implied use as a 
fishing weapon. 

These points are widespread over the 
state with a great many being found 
within a broad band which includes the 
Scioto and Muskingum drainages. The 
type can best be described as a long 
narrow point with shallow side notches 
and a heavy lenticular or diamond-
shaped cross-section. The base may be 
straight, slightly concave or convex and 
always heavily ground. The notches are 
set directly into the sides at right angles 
to the base and are also heavily ground. 
Some show only a sinuous indentation 
rather than pronounced notches. Flak
ing is delicate on most examples and 
runs smoothly from the edges and termi
nates in the center of the blade produc
ing the dorsal ridge which is typical. 
Characteristically, the flaking on the 
lower portion of the blade is almost in
variably directed upwards at an angle 
toward the base. This angular flaking is 
a tell-tale attribute for the type. Not un
usual is a somewhat serrated appear
ance which is the result of carefully 
placing pressure flakes adjacent to each 
other on both blade faces. 

Nearly all these points fall into the 
two inch length range. However, some 
may be slightly smaller. Extremely large 
specimens are rare—such as the 4)4 
inch spear lower right and the 3 inch 
spear same row. 

A great many fishspears are made of 
dull, lusterless stone such as Delaware 
chert or Nellie chert. A significant num
ber are also made of dull black Upper 
Mercer flint from the Coshocton de
posits. While Flint Ridge flint was ap
parently known to the makers of these 
points, examples of colorful Flint Ridge 
material (top row, numbers 1 and 2) are 
rare in the extreme. 

There can be little doubt that these 
points are Archaic in origin. The chipping 
techniques as well as basal grinding are 
characteristic of Archaic flint work. They 
quite often occur in collections which 
include other typical Archaic material. 
An unfortunate article appearing in the 
last issue of the 1959 Ohio Archaeol
ogist labeled these points as Late Wood-

Fishspear Points 
By 

Robert N. Converse 
Plain City, Ohio 

land. John Schatz who wrote the article 
(Schatz-1959) believed them to be 
Archaic but bowed to editorial pressure 
to let them be otherwise classified. 
(Schatz-1964) 

Reference 
Schatz, John 

1959 Late Woodland Projectile Type, 
Ohio Archaeologist #4. 

1964 Personal communication. 

Fig. 1 (Converse) A group of Ohio Fishspear 
points. Note the large size of example lower 
right and second spear in the third row. 



Faunal and Plant Remains from Three Late Woodland 
Sites in Muskingum County, Ohio 

Introduction—Samples of naiad shells 
and other faunal remains from three 
Late Woodland sites along the Muskin
gum River between Dresden and Zanes-
ville, Muskingum County, Ohio, were 
made available to the author by James 
F. Morton. Morton (1984) has given de
tailed information on the cultural ma
terials found at these sites, which date 
approximately A.D. 1190 to A.D. 1290, 
and the present article is concerned 
only with the faunal material and plant 
remains retrieved from these sites. 

Copeland Island Site—The only faunal 
material available for study from the 
Copeland Island Site consists of nine 
naiad species and a single terrestrial 
gastropod (Stenotrema hirsutum). The 
number of left and right valves of each 
species is given in Table I. The fauna 
is clearly dominated by the small species 
Epioblasma torulosa; approximately 
60% of these represent the nodose form 
rangiana. Of particular interest is the 
occurrence of three specimens of the 
extinct species Cumberlandia mono-
donta [identification confirmed by Dr. 
David Stansbury, Ohio State University], 
a species not previously recorded from 
the Muskingum River. None of the other 
species are particularly unusual, and 
the absence of any vertebrate faunal 
material in the collection precludes any 
detailed interpretation of subsistence. 
Clearly, shellfish were collected at the 

By 
James L. Murphy 

Ohio State University Libraries 

site, but it is doubtful that the site was 
used only for shellfish collecting. 

Longacre I Site—Like the Copeland Is
land Site, Longacre I yielded a faunal 
sample composed primarily of fresh
water naiad shells, from four separate 
features (Features 1, 2, 3, and 6). The 
naiad species are listed in Table I and 
basically represent the same fauna as 
described from Copeland Island. Mam
mal bone is represented by only a single 
fragment of deer maxilla in Feature 1. 
Feature 2 yielded a fragment of a deer 
metacarpal and a deer premolar, the 
latter from an individual estimated at 
ca. 2 years of age. Also present in Fea
ture 2 were two fragments of beaver 
skull and a beaver molar, fragments of 
a turkey femur and a turkey tibiotarsus, 
and three unidentified bird bone frag
ments and four unidentified mammal 
bone fragments. Feature 6 contained 
a deer terminal phalange, a fragment 
of a deer thoracic vertebra, and a beaver 
incisor. The beaver incisor is consider
ably eroded but appears to have been 
used as a "chisel." The few naiad shells 
recovered from Feature 6 are listed in 
Table I. 

Plant remains recovered from Long-
acre I are limited to Feature 3. These 
consist of a few carbonized maize ker
nels and a fragment of bean (identifica
tion by Dee Ann Wymer). While plant 
and animal remains from Longacre I are 

meagre, they are sufficient to indicate 
the presence of maize agriculture. 
Whether occupation of the site was year 
round is a moot point; the general dearth 
of cultural material and faunal remains 
might suggest otherwise; but there 
simply is not enough critical faunal ma
terial available to determine seasonality 
of the site's occupation. It is very pos
sible that the occupation is directly re
lated to spring planting and fall or late 
summer harvest. 

Longacre II —Feature 2 contained a 
number of typical Muskingum River 
naiads (see Table I) and a fair amount 
of vertebrate remains—fragments of an 
immature deer scapula (left), a deer 
incisor, 2 fragments of deer thoracic 
vertebrae, a metatarsal or metacarpal 
fragment, a worn premolar (ae ca. 3-4y 
based on tooth wear), and a fragment of 
a deer tibia; there was also a fragment 
of box turtle plastron and a single turkey 
splint bone. Three unidentifiable bird 
bone fragments and 21 unidentifiable 
mammal bone fragments complete the 
faunal list, although there were also 
three bird bone bead fragments and a 
bead stock unidentifiable to species. 
One corn kernel and a fragment of hick
ory nut shell were the only identifiable 
plant remains found in association with 
the faunal material. 

(continued on page 12) 

Table I 
Naiad Remains from Three Late Woodland Sites in Muskingum County, Ohio 

Longacre I 

Feature 3 Feature 6 Feature 2 Species 

Cumberlandia monodonta 
Alasmidonta marginata 
Quadrula cylindrica 
Amblema plicata 
Cyclonaias tuberculata 
Plethobasus cyphyus 
Pleurobema sintoxia 
Pleurobema clava 
Pleurobema cordatum 
Pleurobema pyramidatum 
Pleurobema sp. 
Elliptio dilatatus 
Elliptio crassidens 
Ptychobranchus fasciolare 
Cyprogenia stegaria 
Actinonaias ligamentina 
Obovaria subrotunda 
Ligumia recta 
Lampsilis ovata 
Epioblasma torulosa 
Epioblasma triquetra 

Copeland Island 

1-2 

6-9 

27-27 
6-8 

40-45 

17-19 

8-10 

0-1 

167-155 
0-1 

Feature 1 

1-0 
1-0 
2-0 

1-0 
1-4 

9-8 
4-1 

7-2 

2-3 
2-1 
1-0 

15-15 

4-10 
18-9 
3-4 

Featur 

0-1 

1-0 
1-0 
1-4 
1-0 

3-5 

1-2 

1-3 

2-1 
2-0 
5-1 

f-

0-1 

Longacre II 

Feature 3 Feature 4 

0-1 

2-1 

0-1 
0-2 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 
10-6 

1-2 

34-28 

1-2 

0-1 
12-11 

4-4 
2-0 

4-5 
1-1 

2-4 

1-1 

2-1 

8-11 

2-1 
11-12 

2-2 
2-8 

16-16 

0-2 
1-0 
7-6 



The Longacre Sites: Cole/Baldwin-like and Philo Phase 
Interaction in the Central Muskingum Valley 

In the spring of 1984, plowing revealed 
firepits and shell-filled refuse pits in two 
widely separated areas on an extensive 
bottom along the Muskingum River near 
Dresden, Muskingum County, Ohio. 
Dave Untied of Dresden and Mike 
Nichols of Zanesville, who surface hunt 
in this vicinity, were given permission 
from the owner to excavate these ex
posed features, and Jeff Carskadden 
and the author were called in to help 
document the findings. Ten refuse pit 
features were excavated at these sites 
—six at Longacre I and four at Long-
acre II—and were recorded and plotted 
in relation to local landmarks. These two 
sites are roughly a quarter mile apart 
and are situated at the edge of the first 
terrace. 

It was earlier suggested (Morton, 
1984) that the local late Late Woodland 
manifestation, tentatively characterized 
as "Cole/Baldwin-like," and the local 
Fort Ancient manifestation, the Philo 
Phase, represent contemporaneous, but 
distinct, cultural groups inhabiting the 
central Muskingum Valley in the thir
teenth century AD. This hypothesis is 
supported by the overlapping radio
carbon dates from two Philo Phase vil
lage sites—Philo II and Richards—dating 
between AD 1230 and 1290, and three 
Cole/Baldwin-like sites—Copeland Is
land, Locust, and Eddie Paul—dating 
between AD 1190 and 1290 (Table 1). 
The recent work at Longacre I and II, 
begun after this earlier article appeared, 
seems to offer more support for this 
"dual tradition hypothesis" in the cen
tral Muskingum Valley and may help to 
elucidate the nature of the interaction 
and differences in lifestyle between 
these two groups. Evidence for this 
hypothesis will be discussed following 
a description of features uncovered at 
these sites. 

Longacre I 
The features exposed at Longacre I 

were dispersed over an area of about 
two acres. Little can be said at this point 
about the intra-site pattern, although 
the sparseness of these refuse and fire-
pit features is more suggestive of a 
campsite, a series of campsites, or a 
hamlet than of an intensively occupied, 
nucleated village like the Philo sites; at 
the Philo village sites a ring of pottery, 
bone, and shell refuse roughly four hun
dred feet in diameter is readily apparent 
from surface indications. 

Feature 1 appeared on the surface as 
a compact circle of mussel shell. It ex
tended 18" below the plow zone, was 

By 
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38" in diameter, and flat bottomed. The 
top 10" were composed of densely 
packed shell. Below this was a layer 
consisting of fire reddened and cracked 
river cobbles (about 30), charcoal, a 
small amount of animal bone, and about 
150 pottery sherds. There appeared to 
be no interlayer of fill between these 
two loads of refuse. The matrix of the 
pit was dark gray and organic-rich in 
appearance. 

All sherds from this feature are cord-
marked and grit tempered and are 
tentatively placed within the "Cole 
Cordmarked" type as redefined by 
Barkes (n.d.) (see also Baby and Potter, 
1965). 135 body sherds and 17 rim 
sherds were found; all of the rims are 
collared. Four of the rims have castel-
lations (Figs. 1 and 2). One of the castel
lated rims has long oblique punctates 
made by the upward jabbing of a sharp 
tool (Fig. 3). Punctated collars seems 
to be a decorative sub-variety of the 
Cole Cordmarked ware in the Central 
Muskingum area, four rims of this sort 
having been found at four sites in Mus
kingum County (Morton, 1984, Fig. 5). 
Punctated collared rims are also known 
from the Baldwin Site in the Hocking 
Valley (Griffin, 1943, plate XVII, Fig. 4 
and 5), but have not been found at the 
Cole Complex sites in central Ohio 
(Martha Otto, personal communication). 
Another rim sherd has a fragmentary, 
vertically elongated node on the collar 
(Fig. 4). Apparently there would have 
been two or more of these nodes placed 
next to one another to form the entire 
appendage, as in the example illustrated 
by Morton (1984, Fig. 6). At least four 
different vessels are represented in 
Feature 1. Two of these vessels display 
S-twist cord impressions and two dis
play Z-twist cord impressions. These 
ceramics are tempered with coarse 
grained quartz and feldspar grit. Their 
color ranges from dark gray to buff. No 
flint or bone artifacts were encountered 
in Feature 1. 

Feature 2 was 28" in diameter and 
extended only 5" below the plow zone. 
A dense layer of shell appeared in the 
top 3". The matrix of the pit was light 
gray throughout. No artifacts or animal 
bone were found in this feature. 

Feature 3 was 42" in diameter and 
19" deep. The matrix was light gray 
throughout. A concentration of charred 
plant remains consisting largely of wood 
charcoal and maize kernels was found 
in the center of the pit. A fragment of 
a bean has been tentatively identified 
from this concentration (Dee Ann Wy-
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mer, personal communication). Shell 
and bone were quite scarce in this fea
ture. Only one depositional episode 
seems to be represented. 

Fourteen sherds were found; all are 
grit tempered and cordmarked. Three 
Cole Cordmarked rim sherds were 
found, all from the same vessel (Fig. 5). 
This rim is collared and has a raised area 
or incipient castellation. It is light brown, 
displaying medium grained crushed 
quartz and feldspar tempering, and 
Z-twist cord impressions. 

Feature 3 contained a few lithic arti
facts: a laterally retouched flake, a small 
thick triangular biface ("humpbacked 
knife"), two midsections of crude bi-
faces, and a piece of tabular sandstone 
with fine roughly parallel grooves on 
one face. All flint artifacts were made 
of locally available Upper Mercer flint. 
A radiocarbon date of AD 1290±80 
(1-13747) was obtained on wood char
coal from the feature; this date converts 
to AD 1260-90 (MASCA). 

Feature 4 was a 15" deep deposit 
covering an area of approximately 7 ft. 
by 7 ft. (its exact limits were not found). 
The matrix was dark brown, containing 
charcoal flakes, shell fragments, and a 
few small sherds. 

Feature 5 was a 15" deep and 28" in 
diameter basin. Very little shell and bone 
were found. Nine sherds of cordmarked 
grit tempered pottery were found in
cluding one collared rim sherd. The 
sherds and a few fire reddened cobbles 
were confined to the bottom 10" of the 
pit. The top 5" consisted of a black soil 
without remains. Thus, there seems to be 
two depositional episodes represented. 

Feature 6 was 34" in diameter and 
20" deep. The matrix was dark brown 
and seems to represent only one dump
ing episode. Very little bone, shell, fire 
cracked rock, or charcoal were en
countered. Twenty-four grit tempered 
cordmarked body sherds and two col
lared rims were found; the rim sherds 
are from the same vessel. This vessel 
is tempered with medium to coarse 
grained quartz and feldspar grit and 
has S-twist cord impressions; the lip is 
flattened and smoothed. 

Longacre II 
Roughly one quarter mile from Long-

acre I were found a series of widely 
spaced firepits and refuse pits. This ex
tensive, vaguely defined area has been 
designated Longacre II, although it may 
include several discrete site loci. All 
exposed features at Longacre II were 
dispersed along the marginal slope of 



the first terrace. These features showed 
up as dark gray circular stains in the 
midst of orangish subsoil. The soil at 
the top of the terrace was dark gray and 
without cultural remains, and it is as
sumed that in this area plowing was not 
deep enough to expose features. 

Feature 1 was a shallow pit 20" in 
diameter and extending 8" below the 
plow zone. The fill of this pit was light 
brown and contained a few burnt river 
cobbles, but no charcoal or faunal re
mains. 120 limestone tempered cord
marked Watson Ware sherds were found, 
ostensibly from the same vessel (Fig. 6). 
The lip of this vessel was flattened and 
cordmarked. Cord impressions are S-
twist. The sherds did not appear to be 
in any order within the pit and most of 
the vessel is missing, so it is assumed 
that the vessel was not broken in place. 
This feature seems to represent an un
expected Middle Woodland or early 
Late Woodland (Peters or Watson Phase) 
component. 

Feature 2 was 20" deep and 36" in 
diameter at the top. This pit expanded 
somewhat at the bottom to 40" in diam
eter. It had three strata: 4" of dark gray 
fill at the top, 10" of sandy yellow fill 
in the middle, and 6" of gray fill at the 
bottom. Almost all of the artifacts were 
in the bottom level. In this layer there 
was very little shell, but relatively more 
bone. Charcoal from this layer gave 
a radiocarbon date of AD 1260+80 
(1-13616). The date converts to AD 1260-
1290 (MASCA) which, interestingly, is 
the same date obtained from Feature 3 
at Longacre I. Plant remains including 
maize kernels were obtained from the 
bottom level of Feature 2. The following 
is a list of the sherds from this feature: 
35 smooth shell tempered body sherds 

7 smooth shell tempered rim sherds 
7 smooth shell tempered punctated 

body sherds 
9 smooth grit tempered body sherds 
1 smooth grit tempered rim sherd 
1 collared cordmarked grit tempered 

rim sherd 
1 cordmarked punctated grit tempered 

body sherd 
61 total 

80% of the sherds in this feature are 
the smooth and shell tempered pottery 
called "Philo Punctate" (Gartley, 1973). 
Some of these sherds display the dis
tinctive horizontal row of shallow ovid 
punctates encircling the neck which is 
the diagnostic mark of this type (Fig. 7). 
16% of the sherds from the feature are 
of an untyped smooth grit tempered 
ware. One specimen is a typical Cole-
style, collared, cordmarked, grit tem
pered rim sherd (Fig. 8). The neck sherd 
illustrated to the left of this Cole rim in 
Figure 8 seems to combine Cole/Bald
win traits (cordmarking and grit tem
pering) with a Philo trait (a horizontal 
row of punctates encircling the neck) 
although the punctates are triangular 

and not ovid as in the Philo Punctate 
examples. This could be interpreted as 
a rough attempt to copy an unfamiliar 
decorative mot i f by a Cole/Baldwin 
potter. Two lithic artifacts were found 
in this feature: a small "humpback knife," 
showing pebble cortex, and a biface tip. 

Feature 3 showed up as a circular 
area of shell fragments about 36" in 
diameter. It was found to be 24" deep 
and to expand slightly at the bottom. 
There were two layers in this refuse pit: 
a 12" layer at the top containing dense 
shell and charred floral remains, includ
ing maize kernels, and a bottom layer 
of yellowish soil containing pottery 
sherds and a small amount of animal 
bone. The following is a list of the ce
ramic types found in Feature 3; 
4 grit tempered cordmarked body 

sherds 
3 smooth grit tempered body sherds 
1 collared castellated cordmarked grit 

tempered rim 
1 "plain" cordmarked grit tempered rim 
1 shell tempered smooth punctated rim 

with mammiform lug 
The Philo Punctate rim from this fea

ture is illustrated in Figure 9 and is typi
cal in every way of the vessels found at 
the Philo Phase type sites, the Richards 
and Philo II sites, in southern Muskingum 
County. The collared grit tempered Cole 
Cordmarked rim (Fig. 10) seems to dis
play an incipient lug below the castella-
tion. Cordmarking appears only below 
the lip of the "plain" (i.e. uncollared) 
Peters Cordmarked-style rim (Fig. 11); 
the rest of the vessel is smoothed. This 
vessel may account for the presence 
of smooth grit tempered sherds in this 
feature. 

Feature 4 was another circular area 
of densely packed shell, about 40" in 
diameter. It was found to contain shell 
and charred remains down to about 6" 
below the plow zone. Below this another 
30" of yellowish fill containing a small 
amount of shell was found. No bone 
artifacts were found in this feature. 

Discussion 
Longacre I, dated AD 1260-90, ap

pears to be a single component, late 
Late Woodland hamlet or seasonal en
campment featuring Cole Cordmarked 
ware, exclusively, where maize (and 
possibly bean) agriculture and shellfish 
collecting, among other subsistence 
activities, were practiced. What was 
happening at the roughly contempor
aneous Longacre II, also dated at AD 
1260-90, is more problematical. Spe
cifically, how can the mixture of Philo 
Punctate and Cole Cordmarked sherds 
within single refuse pits in this area be 
interpreted? There appear to be at least 
three possible explanations. 1) Although 
the radiocarbon dates from Longacre I 
and Longacre II are nearly identical, the 
exclusively Cole/Baldwin-like Longacre 
I could be slightly earlier than the Philo 
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Phase Longacre II; with this explanation 
Philo Phase inhabitants at Longacre II 
could have incorporated sherds left by 
earlier Cole/Baldwin inhabitants into 
their refuse pits along with their own 
pottery; this possibility does not depend 
on whether they are of the same genetic, 
ethnic, or tribal group. 2) Longacre II 
represents a temporally and stylistically 
transitional site where members of the 
same group were simultaneously manu
facturing the newly adopted Philo 
Punctate pottery as well as the more 
traditional Cole Cordmarked pottery. 
3) The mixture of these ceramic types 
within single refuse pits at Longacre II 
represents an interaction, perhaps in 
the form of co-habitation or exchange, 
between two contemporaneous, but 
distinct groups. 

The first explanation is possible, but 
does not seem fully persuasive. If there 
were an earlier Cole/Baldwin-like com
ponent at Longacre II from which these 
Cole Cordmarked sherds could have 
been raked up by the later Philo Phase 
inhabitants, then one would expect to 
find earlier features containing only 
Cole ware as a Longacre I, or at least 
one wou Id expect to see the earlier type 
sherds in relative abundance on the 
surface from which these sherds incor
porated into the later pits could have 
been derived. However, of the four pits 
that were excavated at Longacre II, 
none were found to contain Cole ware 
exclusively. In addition, sherds and arti
facts generally are quite scarce in the 
plow zone at this site. Therefore, it 
seems somewhat unlikely that the Cole 
Cordmarked sherds found in the pits 
could have been incorporated by acci
dent. That the slightly later inhabitants 
found the refuse pits of the earlier in
habitants and reused them by mixing 
their own refuse into them is possible, 
but rather remote. 

The second possibility—that Long-
acre II is a stylistically and temporally 
transitional site—also seems rather un
likely, although it too cannot be ruled 
out entirely. If this site were transitional 
in this way, one would expect to see a 
well developed ceramic series where 
features of Cole ware —such as grit 
temper, collaring, and cordmarking— 
are combined with features of Philo 
ware—such as smooth surface, punc
tated necks, chevron incising, shell 
tempering, and strap handles—on the 
same vessels. One would expect that 
as the Cole/Baldwin-like potters experi
mented with new ceramic styles they 
would adapt them to previously in
grained working methods, thus produc
ing various sorts of stylistic hybrids. 
Such a mixture of Late Woodland and 
Fort Ancient stylistic and technical traits 
has been noted in early Baum and An
derson to the west and in "Eastern Ohio 
Monongahela" to the east. It is this tran
sitional appearance of ceramics in these 
areas that has led researchers to con-



elude that what is called "Fort Ancient" 
was an indigeneous development con
ditioned by outside influences (Griffin, 
1943). However, with rare exceptions 
we do not see evidence for this mixture 
of traits of both types on single vessels; 
the Cole/Baldwin-like and Philo ceramic 
assemblages are quite distinct and re
markably internally homogeneous. The 
single anomalous sherd from Longacre 
II (Fig. 10, left) which seems to combine 
Philo and Cole traits hardly constitutes 
a well developed transitional ceramic 
series. However, it must be admitted 
that the cause and nature of stylistic 
change in ceramics is not well under
stood, and that it is certainly possible 
that a single group could radically 
change its ceramic style and technology 
within a short space of time without pro
ducing an intervening transitional ce
ramic series. 

Despite the reservations expressed 
above, it is the third explanation—that 
the Cole/Baldwin-like and Philo mani
festations represent contemporaneous, 
but distinct groups—that is tentatively 
favored here. To support this conten
tion, it can be noted that, besides the 
roughly contemporaneous Longacre I 
and Longacre 11 sites, there are two con-
temporaneous sites in Muskingum 
County, the Philo II and Locust sites, 
both dating between AD 1230 and 1260, 
where quite distinct ceramic assem
blages are found. At Philo II, practically 
all of the ceramics related to the late 
occupation are Philo Punctate; the rare 
Cole Cordmarked specimens found 
there (less than 1% of the rims) could 
be said to be intrusive. At the Locust 
Site, on the other hand, all of the ce
ramics related to the late component 
are Cole ware with no shell tempered 
sherds being found (Mark Seeman, per
sonal communication). 

Despite the presence of Philo Punc
tate pottery at Longacre 11, th is site does 
not seem to be a Philo Phase village site 
along the lines of the Philo II or Richards 
sites which were intensively occupied, 
nucleated vil lages. The features at 
Longacre 11 are too few and far between, 
and they lack the substantial amounts 
of animal bone refuse seen at the Philo 
Phase villages. On the contrary Long-
acre II, as well as Longacre I, seem to 
represent a series of seasonal encamp
ments focused on maize agriculture and 
riverine resources. As such, Longacre 11 
appears to be a continuation of the 
"Woodland"' settlement-subsistence 
pattern of seasonal wandering seen at 
the purely Cole/Baldwin-like Longacre 
I. This is quite unlike the more advanced 
"Mississippian" settlement pattern dis
cerned at the Philo sites of year-round 
riverine village occupation. In addition, 
the presence of both pottery styles at 
Longacre II suggests that Philo and 
Cole/Baldwin-like peoples were inter
acting here in some fashion. This inter

action may have been through inter
marriage, exchange, or some other form 
of cooperation. 

The two cultural entities seem to have 
a slightly different areal distribution 
(Fig. 12). Despite a thorough search, no 
Philo Phase village sites have been 
found north of Conesvil le near the 
Coshocton-Muskingum County line, 
though limited amounts of Philo Punc
tate and Monongahela Cordmarked-like 
sherds have been recovered from a 
rockshelter near Newcastle in far west
ern Coshocton County (Leonard Brown 
and Carroll Welling, personal communi
cation) and from the Honey Run Site 
on the Walhonding River (A. J. Allen 
and Al Revnik, personal communica
tion). However, Cole/Baldwin-like sites 
are rather common in Coshocton County 
(Wayne Mortine and Nigel Brush, per
sonal communication), as well as in 
Muskingum County. The southernmost 
site where Cole Cordmarked pottery 
has been identified is in far southern 
Muskingum County; this type may ex
tend into Morgan County, but it seems 
to be rare in late Late Woodland con
texts in the lower Muskingum Valley i.e. 
Washington County (Richard Patterson, 
personal communication); further in
vestigation may be needed to more 
clearly delineate this southern distribu
tion for Cole Cordmarked pottery, how
ever. Although these perceived differ
ences in site distr ibution could be 
accounted for in several ways, it is ten
tatively suggested that the central Mus
kingum Valley and especially northern 
Muskingum County was a cultural border 
zone between Philo Phase peoples en
croaching northward and indigenous 
Cole/Baldwin-like peoples. This frontier 
could have shifted slowly northward 
throughout the thirteenth century. In
deed, radiocarbon dates suggest such a 
slow encroachment of Philo peoples 
from the southern Muskingum or Ohio 
River Valleys: the earliest date for Philo 
occurs at the Philo II Site (AD 1230), 
the southernmost of the Philo Phase 
sites so far identified; the latest date 
occurs at the Tumblins Site (AD 1320), 
the northernmost site of this sort known 
to date. This postulated northward en
croachment of Philo peoples may have 
displaced the Cole/Baldwin peoples. If 
so, then later investigations may show 
that the youngest radiocarbon dates only 
occur at the more northerly Cole/Bald
win-like sites. These suggestions are 
quite tentative and will need much fur
ther investigation to be fully persuasive. 

The possible presence of bean as well 
as maize at Longacre I—an exclusively 
Cole/Baldwin-like site—suggests that 
to this extent these indigenous late Late 
Woodland peoples were participating, 
along with the Philo peoples, in the 
emerging "Mississippian" agricultural 
pattern. The degree of their "Mississip-
pification" in this and other regards re

mains to be ascertained, however. James 
Murphy will deal with the floral and 
faunal remains in a separate report. 
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Table I. 
Radiocarbon Dates from 
Cole/Baldwin-like and 

Philo Phase Sites 
in Central Muskingum Area (MASCA) 

Tumblins 

Richards 

Philo II 

Longacre II 

Eddie Paul 

Longacre I 

Locust 

Copeland Is. 

Table II. 
A Comparison of Selected Traits 

Between Cole/Baldwin-like 
and Philo Phase 

' 
(Fig. 1) Grit tempered, collared, castellated Cole Cordmarked rim 
from Longacre I, Feature I. 

AD1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 

Traits 

Ceramics 

Point Types 

Base Community 
Pattern 

Corn and Bean 
Horticulture 

Hinterland Rock-
shelter Occupation 

Cole/Baldwin-like 

Cole Cordmarked 

Madison (Levanna on earlier 
Sites) 

Seasonal Riverine Camps or 
"Hamlets'" 

Yes 

Rather well represented in 
Rockshelters 

Philo Phase 

Philo Punctate 

Madison and Fort Ancient 

Year-round Nucleated River 
Villages 

Yes 

Less well represented in 
Rockshelters 

(Fig. 2) Grit tempered, collared, casteHated Cole Cordmarked rims 
from Longacre I, Feature 1. 

(Fig. 3) Grit tempered, collared, castellated, cordmarked rim with (Fig. 4) Grit tempered, collared, cordmarked rim with fragmentary 
oblique punctates from Longacre I. Feature 1. vertical node from Longacre I, Feature 1. 
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(Fig. 5) Grit tempered, collared C 
area from Longacre I, Feature 3. 

>le Cordmarked rim with raised rim (Fig. 6) Limestone tempered Watson Cordmarked rim sherds from 
Longacre II, Feature I. 

(Fig. 7) Smooth, shell tempered Philo Punctate sherds from Longacre II, 
Feature 2. 

(Fig. 8) Left: grit tempered, cordmarked sherd with a horizontal row of 
punctates. Right: Cole Cordmarked rim sherd. Both sherds are from 
Longacre II, Feature 2. 

(Fig. 9) Shell tempered Philo Punctate rim from Longacre II, Feature 3. (Fig. 10) Grit tempered, collared, castellated Cole Cordmarked rim 
sherd with an incipient lug from Longacre II, Feature 3. 
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(Fig. 11) Grit tempered, smoothed-over Peters Cordmarked-like sherds 
from Longacre II. Feature 3. 

Coshocton 

»Locust 

Dillon Beach 

unty 
2 Tumbtin 

fALongacre 

• Eddie Paul V*£opeland Is. 

MuskiXqum County 
•Knight 
> l o l W 

Brown's 
Hil l top* 

• = Cole/Baldwin-like 
component 

• = Philo Phase 
component 

(Fig. 12) Map showing Cole/Baldwin-like and 
Philo Phase sites in Muskingum County. 

(continued from page 6) 

Feature 3 contained relatively few 
naiad shells (see Table I) but a fair 
amount of plant and vertebrate remains, 
including deer (distal fragment of left 
humerus, 1 right and 1 left astragalus), 
box turtle (1 carapace fragment), turkey 
(3 fragments of sacrum, immature left 
and right tarsometatarsi, left and right 
humeri), and catfish (right coracoid). 
There were 4 unidentifiable mammal 
bone fragments 3 unidentifiable fish 
bones. Maize was represented by ap
proximately 12 carbonized kernels and 
cob fragments. 

Feature 4 yielded a large amount of 
badly preserved clam shell, identifiable 
specimens being listed in Table I. Identi
fiable bone fragments are limited to one 
each of deer and turkey, along with an 
unidentifiable fish bone. Plant remains 
recovered incidental to cleaning and 
sorting the naiad sample are of con
siderable interest, however. Weed seeds 
such as Stellaria, Molluga, Oxalis, and 
Chenopodium were collected while 
washing the clam shells and are due 
almost entirely to recent "seed rain." 
Dee Ann Wymer, however, has identified 
two carbonized Chenopodium seeds as 
well as approximately two dozen charred 
seeds of a grass tentatively identified 
as Panicum. The large size of these pos
sible Panic-grass seeds, as well as their 
comparative abundance in the sample, 
suggest that they may have been de
liberately cult ivated (Wymer, pers. 
comm). More than a dozen carbonized 
maize kernels, cob fragments, and a 
relatively complete "nubbin" indicate 
that 8-rowed corn was common at the 
site. 

It is clear, even from the small amount 
of faunal and plant material recovered 
from Longacre II, that maize horticul
ture, fishing, shell-fish collecting, and 
hunting were actively pursued at the 
site. Whether occupation was year round 
is debatable. Although material seems 
to be more abundant than at Longacre 
I and the Copeland Island Site, it is 
thought likely that all three sites may 
represent a similar subsistence pattern, 
with the sites occupied primarily during 
the spring planting season and fall har
vest season, centered on maize horti
culture, the meagre amounts of deer 
and other mammals, fish, and shellfish 
remains representing supplementary 
food sources available during the spring 
and fall. Alternatively, the sites may have 
been inhabited year-round, as is posited 
for the contemporaneous Philo Phase 
sites further down the Muskingum, but 
this is not considered as likely a pos
sibility, in view of the absence of large 
storage pits and the general paucity of 
refuse. 

Conclusions—While conclusions re
garding settlement and subsistence at 

these three sites must remain tentative, 
it appears that the Late Woodland com
ponents overlap temporally and geo
graphically with the Late Prehistoric 
Philo Phase. Ignoring features such as 
Feature 2 at the Miller II site, which may 
actually be a Philo Phase feature, there 
remains considerable evidence that the 
Late Woodland components included 
maize horticulture in addition to shell
fish collecting, hunting, and gathering 
of other plants. The presence of maize 
is in marked contrast to the otherwise 
closely similar Locust Site excavated 
by Mark Seeman on the Licking River. 
Clearly we are not dealing with large, 
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plaza-oriented village sites such as are 
typical of Philo and Fort Ancient. The 
presence of comparable Late Woodland 
components in hinterland rockshelters 
suggests that the Muskingum and Lick
ing Valley sites may have been occupied 
during only part of the year, presumably 
spring and fall, probably in conjunction 
with the planting and harvesting of 
maize. 
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An Archaic Bell-Shaped Pestle From the Raisch-Smith Area 

As an item of interest in most archae
ological collections, the lowly pestle 
usually arouses about as much excite
ment as a crude net sinker or a pitted 
hammerstone. As a basic tool in man's 
age-old struggle to survive, however, it 
long ago took its place among the more 
essential implements. Introduced into 
the Ohio scene perhaps as many as eight 
thousand years ago, it represented a 
long step forward in the endless quest 
for subsistence by enabling Archaic 
man to go beyond the nomadic Palaeo-
Indian's near total dependence on the 
meat of animals and fish by adding plant 
foods to his diet. Though pre-agricul-
tural, Archaic man found the gathering 
of wild seeds, roots, nuts, herbs, and 
berries important to his health and well-
being, even permitting him to live a more 
sedentary existence. It was the pestle 
which enabled him to grind these plant 
foods into more usable and digestible 
forms. 

Flowing through the Miami University 
campus and the town of Oxford is a small 
stream with the hauntingly musical 
Indian name of Talawanda, though 
dubbed by more mundane white settlers 
the Four Mile Mile Creek, the distance 
from one of General Anthony Wayne's 
early encampments. It is known by both 
names to this day. Ross Moffett has de
scribed it as "a rather beautiful small 
stream flowing over interbedded shale 
and limestone in a generally southeast
erly direction and emptying into the 
Great Miami River at a point about six
teen miles below the site and some 
twenty-five miles above the confluence 

By 
Phillip R. Shriver 
Miami University 

of the Great Miami and the Ohio. Hills 
of moderate height, often wooded, rise 
steeply on both sides of the creek valley, 
and here and there the stream lies 
against somewhat striking, nearly per
pendicular, clay banks cut into the Wis
consin drift. This fertile, well watered 
region was much favored by the Indians, 
and signs of their occupancy may still 
be found in almost every cornfield." 
(Moffett: 1949,428) 

Five miles north of Oxford, in the val
ley of the Talawanda, where the Little 
Four Mile Creek comes in from the west, 
is a gravelly terrace elevated some 
twenty feet above the reach of flood 
waters. There at a southerly bend of the 
Talawanda is the best known "pure" 
Archaic village site in Ohio. Known as 
the Raisch-Smith site, it is named for 
Ben Raisch and Jake Smith, the two 
Preble County farmers on whose ad
joining lands the five-acre Archaic vil
lage once stood. 

Explorations by W. A. Wright, Ross 
Moffett, Raymond S. Baby, Russell J. 
Long, and others over the past half-cen
tury have produced a wealth of infor
mation as well as quantities of cultural 
material, establishing the Raisch-Smith 
site, in the words of Baby, as "typical 
of the Green River (Kentucky) Archaic." 
(Letter to author, January 19, 1970.) 
Within this abundance of material, diag
nostic traits have clearly emerged, in
cluding thick-stemmed projectile points, 
hafted fl int scrapers, three-quarter 
grooved axes, sub-rectangular bars, and 
bell-shaped pestles. (Moffett, 1949: 

Fig. 2 (Shriver) One of the three bell pestles 
found by Dr. Russell J. Long on the Ben Raisch 
farm between 1948 and 1950. Reprinted from 
the Ohio Archaeologist, Vol. 12, Nos. 3-4 
(July-October 1962), p. 67. 

431-441; Long, 1962: 58-68; Converse, 
1973:24,28.) 

During almost twenty years in the Ox
ford area, the author has gathered a 
small collection of local material, most 
of It Archaic, some of it from the Raisch-
Smith area. One of these items is pic
tured here (Fig. 1), a bell-shaped pestle 
of densely compacted pinkish-tan gran
ite weighing almost three pounds. Six 
inches in height, the pestle has a flat
tened poll of 1% inches in width and a 
flared base of 3% inches in width. Like 
those found by Long and Moffett on the 
Raisch-Smith site (see Figs. 2 and 3), 
this pestle's stem is at a slight angle to 
its base. All attest the presence of 
Archaic man in the valley of the Tala
wanda more than three thousand years 
ago. 
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Fig. 3 (Shriver) Two of the fifteen bell pestles 
found by Ross Moffett on the Raisch-Smith 
site between 1933 and 1946. The larger is 5% 
inches high and 3Vs inches wide at the base. 
The smaller, 4Vs inches by 27/s inches. Re
printed from the Ohio State Archaeological 
and Historical Quarterly, Vol. 58, No. 4 (Oc-

Fig. 1 (Shriver) Bell-shaped pestle from the 
Raisch-Smith area. Author's personal collection. 
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The Gish Fractured Base 

In April 1980 an important find was 
made by teenaged Melanie Gish and 
her grandfather, Floyd M. Gish, who 
were surface hunting on land adjacent 
to his farm near Camden in Carroll Co. 
Indiana. Nothing notable was discov
ered until Melanie picked up an excep
tionally fine 4M inch fractured base 
Archaic point made of colorful Flint 
Ridge flint. 

The scarcity of this type point is well 
known among collectors. They are 
unique due to the removal of flakes to 
make a flat fractured surface on the 
base. The examples that the author has 
been able to study have all been thin 
and very well made, and it is indeed a 
rare day when a fine Flint Ridge frac
tured base is discovered. 

Melanie Gish, being a young collec
tor, did not immediately recognize the 
significance of her find. Of course her 
grandfather Floyd, being a lifelong stu
dent of American Indian prehistory, was 

By 
Bill Koup 

8016 Bear Pass, Churubusco, Indiana 

elated that such a rare discovery was 
made by her and he arranged to pur
chase the point from Melanie. 

This artifact remained in the Gish col
lection until April 1984 when it was sold 
to the author. Floyd does not often sell 
or trade artifacts due to the nature of 
his collection. The predominant num
ber of his artifacts have been found in 
Carroll and adjoining Indiana counties. 
He has acquired most of his artifacts 
from the original finders beginning in 
the early years of this century and his 
assemblage is one of the finest localized 
artifact collections in the Midwest. 

It should be noted that the site where 
Melanie Gish found this fractured base 
point has also yielded several other fine 
Archaic points, including an exquisite 
5 inch plus dovetail made from what 
appears to the author as the same Flint 
Ridge material as the Gish fractured 
base. The dovetail and the other Archaic 
relics from the site were found in the 

1890s by the tenant farmer who rented 
the land. Mr. Gish purchased them from 
the farmer's widow and has kept them 
intact in a frame with the finder's name 
on it. What makes all of this so fascinat
ing is the fact that Carroll Co. Indiana 
is approximately 240 miles from the 
source of Flint Ridge material. The dove
tail and the fractured base are made 
from identical Flint Ridge material and 
were found on the same site. Could the 
people that made these creations be 
the same? 

This exceptional Flint Ridge fractured 
base point is now a part of the author's 
collection of Indian artifacts. 
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Fig. 1 (Koup) Flint Ridge fractured base point found in Carroll County, 
Indiana. 

Fig. 2 (Koup) Floyd Gish with 4lA inch fractured base point. Found 
by his granddaughter, Melanie Gish. 
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A Large Archaic Stemmed Point 
By 

Roger Pennington 
10834 Wengate Lane, Blue Ash, Ohio 

The large point shown in Fig. 1 was 
found by a friend of mine in a field in 
Clermont County, Ohio. It seems to have 
characteristics of both Archaic stemmed 
and thick stemmed points with some 
differences. Very fine pressure flaking 
is evident along the entire length of the 
blade and there is no basal grinding. 
The material is light tan with orange 
tints. The dimensions are 4)4 inches 
long, 1% inches wide and 5/ie inches 
thick. The relatively long length and thin 
cross-section does not closely fit the 
description of the previously mentioned 
types unless it is a form of transition 
between the two. 

Editor's note: Large stemmed points, 
often fairly crude, are generally found 
in late Archaic contexts in the eastern 
part of the United States. The combina
tion of percussion and pressure flaking 
give this point the appearance of an 
Adena point for which it may have been 
a prototype. The flint is the classic 
orange material from the deposits in 
Carter County, Kentucky, much of which 
is found in southern Ohio. 

Fig. 1 (Pennington) Large Archaic point from southern Ohio. 

Points From The Ed LeVan Collection 
By 

Ed LeVan 
1253 Heritage Dr., Troy, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (LeVan) Points from the LeVan collection. Bottleneck, Shelby 
Co.—Drill, Shelby Co. — Dovetail, Preble Co.—Adena, Logan Co.— 
Ashtabula, Washington Co. 
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A Sandusky County Adena Undrilled Bi-Concave Banded Slate Gorget 
By 

Phillip R. Shriver 
Miami University 

On the distribution map accompany
ing commentary on the bi-concave gor
get in his highly useful Ohio Slate Types, 
Robert N. Converse has noted that most 
found to date of this uncommon slate 
form have been found in the northwest
ern quadrant of Ohio counties. Specific
ally, the counties identified are San
dusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Logan, Rich
land and Knox. Only Brown County near 
the Ohio River has citation as a county 
of origin in southern Ohio. Converse has 
observed that the bi-concave gorget 
was identified as a diagnostic trait of the 
Adena culture as early as 1902 when 
in the course of his excavation of the 
original Adena Mound on the Thomas 
Worthington estate near Chill icothe 
William C. Mills "discovered a slate gor
get with convex ends and concave sides 
near the right wrist of a large skeleton." 
Converse has also pointed out that this 
form is almost always extremely well 
made, displays a high level of workman
ship and unusual symmetry, is usually 
less than 4 inches in length, and is "al
most exclusively" made from a "high 
quality banded slate." And, he has noted, 
"the corners where the ends and sides 
meet are nearly always angular and 
seldom rounded." 

For thirty years I have had in my per
sonal collection an undrilled bi-concave 
gorget which, when I acquired it, had 
"ca. Sandusky Ohio" lettered on one 
face. (See Figure 1.) Close examination 
reveals that it is a "near textbook" re
flection of the type description provided 
by Converse. Four inches in length, it 
is VA inches wide at its ends, only YA 
inches wide at its middle, and % inch 
thick at mid-section. Highly symmetri
cal, thin and finely-made of a black and 
gray well-banded slate, its four corners 
are all angular rather than rounded. The 
only variance between it and the nine 
pictured by Converse in Ohio Slate 
Types is that it is undrilled. (The others 
are all perforated, with two fairly size
able holes drilled in most instances from 
both sides.) To date, this is the only un
drilled bi-concave banded slate gorget 
I have seen. 
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Fig. 1 (Shriver) Sandusky County undrilled bi-concave banded slate gorget from the author's 
personal collection. 
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A Shovel Shaped Pendant From the Winsch Collection 

The shovel shaped Hopewell pendant 
is a classic Hopewell type (Converse 
1978-74) even though it is not recorded 
from the large Hopewell centers in Ohio. 
It is thought to be a late type which may 
account for its not being found at sites 
constructed when Hopewell was in full 
bloom. Several were found in Muskin
gum County in a late Hopewell mound 
— both in a cache and with a burial. 

This is a rare type and has a number 
of unusual attributes. Nearly all of them 
are perforated with a single hole al
though some larger examples have two 
midline holes. An oddity in the single 
holed pendants is the placement of the 
perforation which is below the center 
and usually in line with the shoulders 
of the "shovel"—a location which does 
not lend itself to good suspension if in
deed that is how they were used. A cord 
passed through one of these holes will 
quickly reveal that they will not hang 
straight thus making the reason for the 
hole placement a complete mystery. 

By 
Robert N. Converse 

Plain City, Ohio 

In addition to the unusual perforation 
is the not infrequent presence of tally 
marks. These may take the form of a 
series of tiny grooves cut into the edges, 
usually in the shovel portion, and a 
significant number of shovel shaped 
pendants are marked in this manner. 
They may be in groups of four or five 
and placed in the sides, corners or ends 
or in all three places. Several are illus
trated in Ohio Slate Types. Nor does 
the narrow end escape this treatment 
although it is less frequent there. When 
the narrow end is marked it often is in 
the base and consists of deep V-shaped 
notches giving the piece a somewhat 
ragged appearance. In some instances 
these tally marks are barely discernible 
and appear to be heavily worn while the 
odd example may have a series of heavy 
notches cut into its entire perimeter. 

On some there will be an additional 
set of deep notches at each shoulder 
of the shovel end leaving a stairstep-like 
look. Two such pieces are shown in The 

Meuser Collection (Converse 1978-74), 
one from Knox County and another from 
Huron County. Normally, there is only 
one deeply cut notch in each side sepa
rating the shovel portion. These notches 
are sometimes sawn into the piece and 
left unsmoothed, the result being a 
barbed look. 

As a whole, shovel shaped pendants 
have a wide variation in design but there 
is a definite consistency of traits. A great 
many of them appear to have been 
roughly used but even so, their appear
ance in Hopewell burial situations indi
cates a degree of esteem or value to 
their owners. 
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Fig. 1 (Converse) A shovel shaped pendant in the collection of Dr. John Winsch. It is made of banded slate and is 4% inches long. Note engraving 
at lower end. 
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Experimental Duplication of the Fort Ancient Shell Hoe 

The Incinerator site is a Fort Ancient 
village located within the city limits of 
Dayton, Ohio on the Great Miami River 
floodplane. The site represents an An
derson Focus, stockaded habitation 
place with sixteen known house pat
terns, over two hundred and forty refuse 
pits and over one hundred human burials 
all arranged around a central plaza. J. M. 
Heilman, Curator of Anthropology at the 
Dayton Museum of Natural History, has 
directed the excavation of the Incinera
tor site since 1971, and is nowdirecting 
the reconstruction of the village. Prior 
to the museum's role in the preservation 
of this village, non-professional archae
ologists, most notably John Allman, con
ducted exploratory excavations on the 
site. Were it not for Allman's excellent 
field work and documentation this im
portant site might never have been pre
served for study. To date, five lath and 
daub structures, as well as large eastern 
red cedar posts (believed to form as
tronomical alignments used by the pre
historic occupants) have been restored. 

During the 1978 field season we de
cided to grow a representative Eastern 
Woodland garden at the Incinerator site. 
This garden was based primarily on 
ethnographic description, but also on 
the archaeological record of Fort An
cient sites. The most detailed descrip
tion of aboriginal American gardening 
was collected by Gilbert L. Wilson from 
a Hidatsa Indian informant Muxaduiac 
(Buffalo-Bird Woman) in 1911. Although 
the Hidatsa are a Siouxian plains/prairie 
group related to the Mandan of the Mis
souri River area, and certainly have no 
direct relationship with Ohio Valley Fort 
Ancient Culture, their method of food 
storage bears an uncanny resemblance 
to what is found archaeologically at Fort 
Ancient sites. For example, at Incinera
tor many refuse pits have been exca
vated. These are characteristically 3.5 
feet in depth, three feet in diameter and 
flair at the bottom resulting in a bell 
shaped cross section. Wilson describes 
H idatsa food storage pits that are larger 
than most of the pits at Incinerator but 
otherwise are so similar that it is difficult 
not to assume they are for one and the 
same function. The Hidatsa cache pits 
provide substantive evidence for the 
support of the trash pits as garbage filled 
basins originally dug for food storage 
by firmly tying the archaeological data 
to ethnographic description. The Hidatsa 
kept food stuffs dry by means of grass 
liners, and indeed remnants of grass 
liners were found in several of the In
cinerator storage pits. 

To learn more about the agricultural 
technology of the Incinerator site in
habitants, we decided to make hoes and 
digging sticks. Perforated fresh water 

By 
Anthony R. Conard 

mollusk shells of the species Cyclonaias 
tuberculata (Raf.) are common artifacts 
on the site. In their discussion of shell 
artifacts from the Blain Village, Prufer 
and Shane challenge the traditional 
classification of perforated bivalves as 
shell hoes (Prufer, Shane 1970 p. 147), 
but provide no alternative explanation 
of their function. Shell hoes made and 
used in the 1978 Indian garden were 
surprisingly durable. These experimen
tal shells exhibit wear patterns identical 
to excavated prehistoric specimens 
from the Incinerator site. 

The shell hoe artifacts from the village 
are exclusively Cyclonaias tuberculata 
(Raf). This species is not extinct, but 
does not commonly occur in the modern 
drainages around Dayton, Ohio. Other 
Fort Ancient Sites such as the Blain 
Village, have produced shell hoes of 
other species such as Amblema costata 
Raf. Fresh dead Amblema costata Raf. 
are, fortunately fairly abundant along 
the banks of some parts of the Stillwater 
River in Montgomery County, so these 
were chosen to work with. Fresh dead 
specimens are essential for use as hoe 
blades, because older leached shells 
are too friable to endure the punishment 
of digging. 

A pointed flint hammerstone was used 
to perforate the shells, and the hole was 
enlarged by inserting an appropriately 
shaped stone or piece of shell and twist
ing. For the haft, three foot long strips 
of dehaired, deer-rawhide were cut from 
a circular rawhide disk as old-fashioned 
shoe strings used to be made. These 
lengths of skin were then soaked in 
water. While binding the shell to the hoe 
handle the wet rawhide stretches in
credibly, and shrinks again when dry 
thus making a perfect hatting material 
(this quality of the untanned leather 
makes it a nice material for drum heads 
as well). 

Hoe handles were fashioned from 
straight barkless lengths of dry wood. 
Muxaduiac Wilson's Hidatsa informant 
recommended cottonwood as a hoe 
handle because of this wood's strength 
and light weight. To accommodate a se
cure union of the shell blade to the 
handle the wood was notched to keep 
the rawhide from slipping. 

Some shells broke just from the 
pounding of perforation, others upon 
their contact with the ground, but blades 
that survived this eliminative process 
produced wear patterns on three por
tions of the shell that corresponded 
nicely to wear patterns later observed 
on the prehistoric shell hoes (see 
figure 1). 

The following features were observed 
on both experimental and prehistoric 
shell hoes: 1) The anterior ventral edge 
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of the shell (the portion of the valve that 
cuts the soil) retreats from attrition, and 
sometimes displays concoidal chips 
from impact with rocks in the ground. 
This edge is covered with parallel stria-
tions resulting from abrasion against grit 
in the soil. Striations are oriented as one 
would expect, parallel to the long axis 
of the wooden handle. 2) The perfora
tion is a broken-out hole, not a drilled 
one. Pecking experimental shells re
sulted in a perforation that strongly re
sembles that of the prehistoric speci
mens. This is a chipped border that has 
been superficially polished from contact 
with the wood of the handle. 3) The 
dorsal portion of the shell that is heavily 
strapped by rawhide also becomes modi
fied from pressure. This is only a slight 
wear pattern, but after observing it on 
experimental shell hoes it was later ob
served on the prehistoric models. 

Conclusion 
Experimental duplication of tools and 

study of wear patterns on prehistoric 
artifacts in bone, stone, clay or shell, 
betters our understanding of obscure 
preindustrial technologies. The use of 
shells for hoe blades attests to the in
genuous use of items occurring in the 
local natural environment by prehistoric 
horticulturalists in the Ohio Valley prior 
to the introduction of European trade 
items that so drastically usurped the in
digenous cultural adaptations. Original 
research supports the traditional classi
fication of large perforated bivalves 
from Fort Ancient sites as shell hoes. 
Making and using Indian artifacts gives 
modern people a more realistic insight 
into extinct lifestyles based on stone 
age technologies. 
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(Fig. 1) Features on shell hoe excavated from f#64/71 
at the Incinerator site (33My57) exhibit classic wear 
patterns on three portions of the blade: 

/ 

Abrasion and small chips removed from forceful bind
ing of the rawhide haft. This is the least noticeable 
form of shell hoe wear. 

Polish and pecking on rim of perferation from pecked 
rather than drilled hole. The margin is polished from 
contact with the wood of the handle. 

t 
Heavily battered polished edge with parallel stirations. 
conchoidai fractures, and step fractures due to contact 
with the ground in cultivation. 

Fig. 1 (Conard) Modern experimental shell hoe speci
mens. Ail examples are Amblema Costata. 

Fig. 2 (Conard) Modern experimental shell hoe on left. Right, a 12th century example 
from the Incinerator site. Note pecking around hole of each specimen. 
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Fig. 3 (Conard) Top, modern experimental shell hoe. 
Bottom, 12th century shell hoe from the Incinerator 
site showing wear that results from with the soil. 



Cranberry Prairie's Ancient Elk-One That Got Away? 
By 

James L. Murphy 
Ohio State University Libraries 

David Dyer 
Ohio Historical Society 

The nearly complete skeleton of a 
mature (.ca. 8-10 years old) male elk was 
excavated near Cranberry Prairie, Mer
cer County, Ohio, on May 4, 1982. At 
first thought to represent a late Pleisto
cene occurrence, the skeleton is now 
believed to represent an individual that 
had been wounded by an Archaic Indian 
and later died in the lake that stood at 
this site some 9000 years ago. 

The skeleton was discovered by Ron 
Schwieterman, in November, 1981, 
while excavating for plastic drainage 
pipe on the Ron Stucke farm, near Van-
denbush Run, southwest of the town of 
Cranberry Prairie. Schwieterman con
tacted Mrs. Joyce Alig, Director of the 
Mercer County Historical Society, in 
Celina, and she in turn contacted the 
junior author. The following spring, the 
Cy Schwieterman Excavating Co. kindly 
donated a backhoe and a workman to 
help locate the elk skeleton, which was 
found approximately three feet below 
the surface, at the contact between an 
overlying zone of brown to black peat 
and an underlying gray marl. Except for 
disturbance by the original pipe-laying, 
the skeleton was essentially undisturbed 
and virtually complete. 

Abundant plant remains in both layers 
included tamarack, birch, and cattail 
leaves. Subsequently ident i f ied in 
screened samples of the marl were 
seeds from water-lily (Nelumbo) and 
pondweed (Potamogeton), as well as 
numerous Chara oogonia. Even more 
abundant in both the peat and the marl 
were fresh-water gastropods, including 
several species considered to be extinct 
and characteristic of the late Pleistocene 
and immediate post-Pleistocene. Among 
these are Amnicola leightoni, A. gelida, 
Gyraulus altissimus, and Helisoma an-
ceps striata, along with forms that are 
still living, such as Helisoma campanu-
lata and Valvata tricarinata. Amnicola is 
particularly characteristic of small lake 
deposits. It and the striata variety of 
Helisoma anceps are extinct forms 
found in abundance in late Pleistocene 
marls in Ohio (LaRocque, 1968) and, 
along with the presence of tamarack, 
which is no longer native to Mercer 
County, led us to believe that the elk 
deposit was late Pleistocene in age. The 
Cranberry Prairie deposit is clearly the 
remnant of a promorainic lake formed 
along the margin of the St. Johns Mor
aine, dated at ca. 14,000 B.P. (Dreimanis 
and Goldthwait, 1973). A radiocarbon 
date received from Dicarb Laboratories, 
however, gives a 9370 i 70 years B.P. 
date, determined from bone from the 
elk skeleton. 

There are several unusual osteologi-

cal features about this particular elk 
specimen. The dentition (Fig. 2) displays 
an unusual wear pattern, in which the 
lower first molars show extremely heavy 
wear in comparison to the rest of the 
mandibular teeth. Reported as being of 
rare occurrence in living elk popula
tions (Shaw, 1981), this condition has 
not been described previously from 
fossil or subfossil deer or elk. It probably 
is more common than has been reported 
and is due to a combination of physi
ological factors: the relatively greater 
age and greater initial height of the first 
molar, resulting in greater initial wear 
to produce conformance with the upper 
tooth row; once the balance of wear is 
upset, the less worn upper fourth pre
molar and upper first molar gouge more 
and more deeply into the less resistant, 
enamelless lower first molar (Linsdale 
and Tomich, 1953). Also unusual is the 
fact that the posterior edge of the blade 
of the scapula remained unossified, 
even though we are dealing with a fully 
mature individual. 

Of particular interest is the presence 
of a small hole punched through the left 
scapula (Fig. 3, 4). This was noted in 
the course of excavating the elk skele
ton, and considerable care was taken 
in an unsuccessful attempt to find the 
missing piece of bone. The hole, mea
suring 2.0 x 1.2 cm, showed no signs of 
healing. In a detailed study of animal 
skeletons from the Danish Mesolithic, 
Noe-Nygaard (1974) has demonstrated 
that trauma virtually identical to that of 
the Cranberry Prairie specimen was 
commonly a result of Mesolithic hunting 
(Fig. 5). Coupled with the radiocarbon 
date of 7420 B.C., this strongly suggests 
that the Cranberry Prairie elk was 
wounded by an early Archaic Indian, 
wandered into the proglacial lake oc
cupying the present site of Cranberry 
Prairie, became mired in the mud, and 
died. Goslin (1961) describes a similar 
occurrence from a bog near Bellefon-
taine, Logan Co., Ohio, in which a pro
jectile point remained lodged in the elk 
skeleton, but that find was not radio
carbon-dated and the antler tip point is 
culturally non-diagnostic. 

Evidence of early Archaic man in the 
inhospitable "Black Swamp" area of 
northwestern Ohio is not common, es
sentially limited to stray point finds. 
Some workers (Pratt, n.d.) believe that 
the Black Swamp region at this time 
"represented an upland forest area 

which became inhospitable only after 
rising lake levels inundated the bulk of 
the present western lake basin." Re
gardless, it seems evident that a clear, 
shallow lake was present at Cranberry 
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Prairie as late as ca. 7000 B.C. and that 
elk were being hunted in the vicinity by 
early Archaic man. 
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Fig. 1 (Murphy — Dyer) The Cranberry Prairie site. Joyce Altg stands on 
the previous excavation for drainage pipe. Jim Murphy and Dale Walker 
to her left. St. John's Moraine and the village of Cranberry Prairie 
in the background. 

Fig. 3 (Murphy - Dyer) Left Scapula showing hole punched through 
the blade. 
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Fig. 2 (Murphy — Dyer) Upper and lower left dentition of the Cran
berry Prairie elk showing pronounced wear of the lower first molar. 

Fig. 4 (Murphy —Dyer) Close-up of the left scapula showing unhealed 
nature of the hole. 

(Fig. 22) a. Positions and sizes of all the fractures considered by Rust 
(1943) to be shot-holes, superimposed onto a standard blade. Note the 
scattered distribution of the fractures, all of which are unhealed 
(drawing by Bente Surlyk). b. Positions and sizes of all fractures found 
on the Mesolithic scapulae superimposed onto a standard blade. Note 
the concentration of the unhealed fractures. (Drawing by Bente Surlyk). 

Fig. 5 (Murphy-Dyer) Distribu
tion of healed and unhealed frac
tures on Mesolithic scapulae (from 
Noe-Nygaard- 1974). 



This magnificent Adena blade was 
found in Indiana. It is seven inches long 
and is made from high quality Flint Ridge 

flint. Collection of Jan Sorgenfrei, Pan
dora, Ohio. 
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Aerial view of the excavation of the Connett Mound 4. This photo, by Marie Morrison of Athens, Ohio, was taken in late October near the end 
of the field season. 

EXCAVATION OF THE CONNETT MOUND 4 
The Wolf Plains National Register District, The Plains, Ohio 

By 
Shaune M. Skinner and Rae Norris 

The Department of Contract Archaeology 
Ohio Historical Society 

Columbus, Ohio 

In mid-September 1983, the Depart
ment of Contract Archaeology at the 
Ohio Historical Society began salvage 
excavations at the Connett Mounds 3 
and 4. Work continued on a full-time 
basis through late October, and was 
conducted on an intermittent basis dur
ing the spring of 1984. This paper out
lines the results of the excavations at 
the Connett Mound 4. Funding for these 
excavations was provided by a devel
opment grant from the National Park 
Service, of the Department of Interior, 
administered by the Ohio Historic Pres
ervation Office. 

The Woodruff Connett Mound 4 was 
part of a complex of Adena mounds and 
earthworks clustered on a glacial out-
wash terrace known locally as The 
Plains. The Plains is bounded by the 
Hocking River on the east and by rugged 
hills on the remaining three sides. This 
topographic feature is composed of 
lllinoian outwash gravels and is unique 
in this section of the Allegheny Plateau 
(Sturgeon 1958). 

The Plains is the central feature of the 
Wolf Plains National Register District. 
This area includes the plain itself and an 
additional 526.11 ha of surrounding 
hillside. At the time of nomination, it was 
estimated that the Wolf Plains National 
Register District included between 24-
25 mounds and circular enclosures. 

The Connett Mound 4 is situated on a 
low rise in the northern portion of The 
Plains. Three other mounds, Connett 
Mounds 3,5 and 6 (the Hartman Mound), 
are located in close proximity. The Con
nett Mound 7, now destroyed, was re
portedly part of this mound group. 

At the time of Andrews' 1877 investi
gation, the Connett Mound 4 was 1.83 m 
high and roughly 12.9 m in diameter. The 
mound fill was described a s " . . . natural 
dirt of the (terrace) plain generally 
homogeneous with occasional small de
posits or basketsfull of black earth . . .", 
which is referred to as "kitchen refuse," 
(Andrews 1877:62). At the base of the 
mound he found ashes, charcoal and 
bone scattered over an area 2.44 m to 

3.05 m in size. In addition, the presence 
of timbers placed longitudinally east and 
west are noted and interpreted by An
drews as evidence for a "wooden struc
ture"' (Andrews 1877:63). Andrews 
noted differential burning of the timbers 
and the bones and concluded that the 
burial was burned in place rather than at 
another locale. Apparently, some of the 
bones were burned to a cremated con
dition while a significant portion of the 
burial was only baked, leaving relatively 
complete skeletal parts including the 
skull, a few ribs, and a humerus. 

From Andrews' description, it appears 
that his excavation reached the central 
burial tomb which contained at least 
one individual placed on some type of 
wooden platform. Since Andrews does 
not mention any evidence of postmolds, 
this may indicate that the platform was 
placed on the ground and not elevated. 
A similar burial mode was encountered 
at the Connett Mound 7 where the ex
tended burial exposed at the center of 
the mound was found on a platform of 
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wood placed upon the ground. Here 
Andrews refers to the structure as an 
"enclosed box or cof f in" (Andrews 
1877:59). Associated with the burial from 
the Connett Mound 4 was an item which 
Andrews called a pottery whistle. This 
artifact was subsequently identified as a 
tubular pipe. 

A visit to the mound in May, 1983, 
disclosed that years of plowing, coupled 
with the affects of Andrews' excavation, 
reduced the mound to 1.2 m in height 
and increased the diameter to 27.4 m. 

Our initial investigation of the Connett 
Mound 4 commenced with excavation 
of two radial trenches, one oriented 
north-south and the other east-west. 
Each trench terminated at the apex of 
the mound. Trenches were composed 
of test units 3 m x 3 m square with 50 cm 
balks. (Figure 1) Initially units were 
excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels. This 
methodology was continued until nat
ural levels were identified. Five liter soil 
samples were procured from each level 
and all identified features for flotation 
analysis. The proposed methodology 
required the screening of all fill from 
the units. However, as excavation con
t inued time restrictions required a 
change in strategy and only alternate 
units were screened. 

The completion of the northern and 
eastern cross-sections revealed the out
line of the original mound. The mound 
fill was clearly visible and was recorded 
as a yellow clay loam with considerable 
grayish mottling. Soil particle size anal
ysis of soils taken from levels within the 
mound fill subsequently identified most 
of this fill as silt or silt loam. However, 
lenses of clay and clay loam were also 
identified. Although the mound fill varied 
slightly, no internal structure was appar
ent during the process of excavation. 
Some loading was defined only in the 
wall profiles. For the most part, these 
loading episodes were outlined by a 
different color of soil rather than a dif
ferent type of soil. In general, these soils 
were yellow-gray in color. Infrequently, 
a pocket of black or brown-black soil 
was encountered. This may have been 
what Andrews (1877:62) described as 
fill with occasional pockets of "kitchen 
refuse." 

The periphery of the mound, as it is 
shown in Figure 2, was identified after 
close examination of the soil profile in 
all units. Soil stratigraphy is the interior 
of the mound, when present, appeared 
as vertical lenses. In contrast, units 
NO/E5, N7.5/EO, NO/W5, and S5/EO 
exhibited stratigraphic lenses which 
appeared to slope outward. After con
siderable deliberation, it was determined 
that this represents the original mound 
profile which had been truncated and 
subsequently filled from years of plow
ing. Estimates of mound diameter based 
on this stratigraphy indicate that the 
mound was approximately 10.5 m in 
diameter. 

Features 
A total of 56 numbers were assigned 

to possible features at Connett Mound 
4. Most of these anomalies were later 
identified as root molds, rodent burrows, 
or other non-aboriginal deposits. Only 
10 features were identified as aboriginal 
in origin. Feature types represented 
included: mound floor, cremations, post-
molds, basins, and a possible wall trench 
with associated posts. Each feature type 
is discussed below. 

Mound Floor 
Approximately 90 cm below the 

ground surface at the apex of the mound, 
in unit NO/EO, a thin burned lens was 
encountered. This horizon had been 
identified in other units during excava
tion at the same vertical level. This 
burned level had a maximum diameter 
of 13.5 m. 

The interpretation of this horizon as 
the mound floor was made for several 
reasons. Specifically, there was a notice
able decrease in cultural artifacts below 
this horizon. In fact, most levels below 
this horizon were sterile. Second, all 
cultural features except the possible wall 
trench appeared on or above this hori
zon. Finally, the horizon was capped by 
a compact clay or clay loam wherever it 
appeared. 

The horizon itself cannot be described 
as a soil deposit. It is represented only 
by a thin level of charcoal and organic 
debris. An analysis of these deposits 
identified the dominant wood species 
as oak and hickory (Wymer 1984). The 
abundance of these species in the hori
zon and the notable absence of species 
more common to The Plains has led 
Wymer (1984:49) to conclude that: 

. . . the wood charcoal represents 
wood specif ical ly brought to the site, 
most likely for the ceremonial ritual 
events which occurred with the cre
mation of the individuals interred 
within the mound. 

Therefore, the horizon labeled mound 
floor probably was formed during the 
preparation and subsequent burning of 
the central burial. 

Cremations 
The remains of three cremations were 

identified during the excavation of Con
nett Mound 4. The amount of bone in 
each of these deposits was minimal 
i nd icati ng that these deposits do not rep
resent complete individuals. Each de
posit of cremated bone was spatially 
located within an oval-shaped, intensely 
burned region labeled Feature 16/19 
(Figure 2). This entire area was capped 
by a clay lens. When removed, the clay 
lens exhibited impressions of grass 
stems and leaves and, in unit NO/E2.5, 
log impressions. 

When Andrews trenched into the 
mound he encountered a partially cre
mated individual in a wooden structure 
which had also been burned. Andrews 

was mystified by the fact that the indi
vidual was not articulated and suggested 
that the mixed bone may have been 
scattered by the stirring of fires (An
drews 1877:63). It is possible that the 
deposits of cremated bone encountered 
in the 1983 excavations were portions 
of this central interment and had been 
scattered in the manner suggested by 
Andrews. 

The density of cultural debris within 
the central interment was low. During 
the 1983 excavations only a low density 
of flint debitage and six small pottery 
sherds were encountered. Andrews also 
noted the absence of numerous artifacts 
associated with the interment. He stated 
that ". . . No beads of any kind were 
found and no stone implements . . ." 
(Andrews 1877:63). Andrews did re
trieve a clay pipe". . . with the bones...". 
However, as noted earlier he described 
it as a pottery whistle. 

A sample of wood charcoal collected 
from within the central interrment was 
submitted for radiocarbon assay. The 
date secured was 1790 B.P. ± 50: A.D. 
160(DIC-2859B). 

Shallow Basins 
Two features were identified as shal

low, circular basins. Feature 21, located 
in N5EO, was a shallow basin containing 
both charcoal and burned clay. A low 
density of flint debitage and firecracked 
rock was recovered during excavation. 

Feature 31 consisted of the remnant 
of a hearth in a shallow basin. The feature 
was identified at the base of the organic 
or burned level which crosses the base 
of the mound. The central section of the 
fill was a compact, burned clay and the 
peripheral matrix was a dark brown, 
loosely packed loam. The maximum 
depth of the feature was only 3 cm, and 
two scrapers and several pottery sherds 
were recovered. These sherds, dis
cussed in detail in the description of 
ceramics from the mound, are within the 
grit tempered Adena Plain series. 

Sufficient charcoal was procured from 
the feature for radiocarbon analysis. The 
radiocarbon date secured was 1040 
B.P./145 years: A.D. 910 (DIC-2861). 
Although the origin of the feature may 
be attributable to a time period after the 
construction of the mound, the presence 
of Adena Plain pottery sherds in the 
feature fill suggests an origin within the 
Adena period. 

Postmolds 
Only seven postmolds were located 

during the excavation of Connett Mound 
4. The placement of these posts does 
not identify a discernable pattern of a 
submound structure. 

Four of these postmolds were situated 
within a possible wall trench. The posts 
were very small in diameter. Evidence 
of this trench and associated postmolds 
was not encountered until the burned 
level had been removed. This suggests 
that the posts were positioned and re-
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moved prior to the burning activity. An 
examination of the palaeobotanical de
bris from samples within the wall trench 
documented the presence of species 
generally similar to those found in other 
features, suggesting contemporaneity 
between the wall trench and the mound. 
However, there are two distinguishing 
factors. First, the sample from the trench 
lacked hickory, and second, there is a 
possible occurrence of maple (Wymer 
1984:22). It is possible that the wall 
trench represents all that remains of 
some sort of ceremonial screen asso
ciated with burial preparation. 

The excavations at Connett Mound 4 
produced 1,552 pieces of flint debitage, 
384 fragments of flint, four Brewerton 
side-notched points, two Brewerton 
corner-notched points, one straight 
stemmed point, 13 utilized flakes, five 
unifacially retouched flakes, one bifa-
cially retouched flake, 17 thumbnail 
scrapers, 10 unfinished preforms or im
plements, 17 broken, unidentifiable im
plements, two bladelets, and one drill 
fragment. 

Not surprisingly, the density of lithic 
material in mound excavation units was 
directly related to soil screening. This 
pattern was also noted for the density of 
firecracked rock. A comparison of lithic 
density by level was not attempted. The 
distribution of mound fill due to years of 
plowing and the earlier excavations 
make the identification of unbiased 
samples difficult. One further factor that 
was documented was that levels below 
the mound floor yielded considerably 
less flint than was retrieved from the 
mound fill. 

Most of the diagnostic projecti le 
points in the assemblage are within the 
Brewerton series. (Figure 3) These 
forms have traditionally been associated 
with Laurentian groups from northern 
Ohio and eastward. (Ritchie 1961). This 
association has traditionally been used 
in Ohio (e.g. Blank 1970; Clarke 1977) 
and more specifically in the Hocking 
Valley, where they are common to many 
site assemblages (Murphy 1975; Shane 
and Murphy 1975). However, it should 
be noted that the Brewerton series 
projectile points have not been found in 
undisputed Late Archaic context in Ohio. 

Ceramics 
Twelve ceramic sherds were retrieved 

during excavation of Connett Mound 4. 
All sherds were grit tempered, thick (8.0 
mm-10.0 mm), and had plain surfaces. 
Only three of the sherds were larger 
than one inch in size. 

The distribution of ceramics was re
stricted to four locales. Five body sherds 
and one rim sherd were retrieved from 
immediately above the remnants of the 
central interment in unit NO/W2.5. The 
rim sherd is extremely fragmentary- It 
appears to have a slightly thickened and 
flattened lip. It is not possible to deter
mine if the rim has simply been folded 

down or if there is an applied clay strip. 
In any event, this sherd is not typical of 
Adena pottery. A single rim sherd was 
recovered from unit NO/W5. This rim is 
thickened and appears to have broken 
along a coil line. It is similar to Adena 
Plain ceramics described from the Buck-
meyer Site in Perry County, Ohio (Bush 
1975:17). One body sherd was recov
ered from Level II in unit N2.5/W2.5. It 
is indistinguishable from the remainder 
of the assemblage. The remaining ce
ramics were collected from the matrix 
of Feature 31. In addition to three body 
sherds, one flat-bottomed basal sherd 
was collected. The thickness of the 
sherd at the base is 12 mm, and the wall 
thickness is 10 mm. Flat bottomed 
Adena Plain vessels were recovered 
from the Buckmeyer Site in Perry 
County, Ohio (Bush 1975:17). 

Summary 
The 1983 excavations at the Connett 

Mound 4 initially concentrated on the 
excavation of north-south and east-west 
trench lines to cross-section the mound. 
The completion of these perpendicular 
trenches provided sufficient data to 
positively identify mound dimensions 
and the perimeter of a burned lens. The 
term "mound floor" was assigned to this 
burned lens because of a notable de
crease in the density of cultural material 
beneath the lens. The results of the 
palaeobotanical analysis have indicated 
that the origin of this lens is attributable 
to burning activities which occurred at 
the mound epicenter (Wymer 1984). 
This horizon was capped by a thin level 
of clay or clay loam throughout the 
mound. 

In addition to this burned lens, 10 fea
tures of aboriginal origin were encount
ered and excavated. Feature types 
included: mound floor, cremations, post-
molds, basins, and a possible wall trench 
with associated posts. The vertical 
placement of these features and the 
absence of evidence of submound struc
ture indicates that the mound was con
structed over a short period of time. The 
postmolds encountered do not appear 
to form any pattern. 

Although the center of the mound had 
been badly disturbed by Andrews, por
tions of the central burial were encount
ered. Three spatially discrete deposits 
of cremated bone were located. All de
posits were within an intensely burned 
region labeled Feature 16/19. This area 
was covered by a clay cap. The removal 
of the clay revealed grass and leaf im
pressions, suggesting that a covering 
of floral material was placed over the 
burned level. The amount of bone in 
each of these deposits was minimal, in
dicating that the cremations did not 
represent complete individuals. 

The diagnostic projectile points from 
the mound are not traditionally associ
ated with Adena or Early Woodland cul

tural groups. Small side notched and 
corner notched implements predomi
nate. This tool style can be fit into the 
Brewerton series which generally is as
sociated with the Late Archaic (Blank 
1970; Ritchie 1961). 

Three radiocarbon dates, all from 
feature context, were obtained as a re
sult of the Connett Mound 4 excava
tions. The date secured from Feature 
31, 1200 B.P. ± 145 or A.D. 750 (DIC-
2761), is clearly too late. The date from 
the mound floor in unit S2.5/EO, 1790 
B.P. ± 50 or A.D. 160 (DIC-2859) is with
in the Adena temporal span. However, 
the date may have been affected by a 
high root content and should be viewed 
with caution. The third date, 1930 B.P. 
± 45, A.D. 20 (DIC-2860) was secured 
from a clean sample from the mound 
floor within the central burial feature. 
This date probably accurately reflects 
the relative temporal period during 
which the mound was constructed. 
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(Fig. 1) Excavation units measured 3m x 3m square at the Connett Mound 4. 
Balks, 50cm in width, were maintained between these units. All wall profiles were 
cleaned, photographed and mapped before balk removal. (Photo by Marie Morrison). 

(Fig. 2) Schematic plan view map of the Connett Mound 4 
illustrating the pattern of excavation and the placement of 
features. (Photo by Marie Morrison). 

(Fig. 3) Diagnostic projectile points from the Connett Mound 4. Flint types from top left to lower right are as follows: Unknown, 
Glacial, Brush Creek, Upper Mercer, Glacial, Glacial, Glacial, Unknown. 
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A Fairfield County Trophy Axe 

This trophy axe was found while sur
face hunting in Rush Creek Township, 
Fairfield County, Ohio, May 19, 1983. 
It is made from an almost pure white 
translucent quartz and is 4% inches long. 
This is the % grooved variety of the type, 
the other being fully grooved. These 
axes have an unsharpened bit and were 
probably never used for utility purposes. 
They are nearly always made of quartz 
or other unusual material. 

By 
Don Casto 

Lancaster, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (Casto) Two views of the Fairfield county 
trophy axe. 

Shown in the photographs is a bird-
stone which was found in Fayette County 
in 1978. Like a number of broken bird-

A Salvaged Birdstone 
By 

Don Casto 
Lancaster, Ohio 

stones, the broken surface was ground 
smooth indicating that the piece was 
used after it had been broken. It is made 

from banded slate and measures 2 
inches from the tail to the broken neck. 

Fig. 1 (Casto) Three views of a broken birdstone from Fayette County. 
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The Melvin Donation 
By 

Parker and Monte Melvin 
1296 Crestwood, Cincinnati, Ohio 

The Turpin site is primarily a Madison-
ville focus Ft. Ancient village with an 
accompanying burial mound in Hamil
ton County, Ohio. The site is located 
southwest of Newtown near the Little 
Miami-Ohio river confluence. Histori
cally, the site was known for its abundant 
human skeletal remains and large 
earthen mound. Turpin has attracted 
the attention of many well known ar
chaeologists such as Fredrick Putnam, 
Charles Metz, Glenn Black, James 
Griffin, and Charles Oehler. 

With the permission of Mr. and Mrs. 
James Walls (owners), and the Cincin

nati Museum of Natural History, we 
conducted excavations at the site be
tween 1965 and 1973. Our efforts re
sulted in the largest single private 
collection of Turpin artifacts known. 
This collection includes burials and their 
associated artifacts (see figure 1), Madi-
sonville focus pottery (see figures 2 & 3, 
elbow pipes, chipped and ground stone 
tools, bone ornaments and tools, shell 
ornaments (see figure 4) and tools, and 
several zoomorphic effigies. 

Recently, we decided that our Turpin 
collection should be properly curated 
and incorporated with the Cincinnati 

Museum of Natural History's already 
extensive Turpin collection. Conse
quently, steps were taken to insure this 
donation. It is hoped that our gift will 
provide new information on Turpin site 
prehistory and educate future genera
tions on the archaeology of southwest
ern Ohio. 

Acknowledgement 
The authors would like to thank Ken

neth B. Tankersley (Glenn A. Black 
Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana 
University) for his photography of the 
ceramic material. 

Fig. 1 (Melvin) Burials in situ with associated artifacts. 
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Fig. 3 (Melvin) Grooved-paddled shell tempered vessel with incised 
neck, punctate lip and flared strap handles. 

Fig. 2 (Melvin) Madisonville cord marked and plain pottery. 

Fig. 4 (Melvin) Shell beads in situ and after cleaning. 
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Judge ArthurC. King collected Indian 
relics from the late 1800s until his death 
in 1963. His collection, which the estate 
sale bill listed as 250,000 Indian relics, 
was housed on the second floor of his 
relic and antique museum at Toms River, 
New Jersey. Judge King boasted that 
his was the largest Indian artifact col
lection in the world. The ten chair con
ference table in the center of one of the 
museum rooms was the scene of many 
meetings and discussions about relics 
with Judge King and most of the leading 
archaeologists from our nation's eastern 
museums and universities. King was 
one of the buyers at the famous Edward 
Payne sale in 1936 which provided some 
of the artifacts for his large collection. 

The King Fluted Point 
By 

John Baldwin 
West Olive, Michigan 

The estate sale of the King museum 
was held for three days, May 21, 22, 23, 
1964. Several universities were present 
to acquire material of interest for their 
archives. Many prominent collectors 
also attended. Dr. E. J. Bowser from 
York, Pennsylvania, was there for the 
purpose of adding to his selective east
ern paleo collection. Dr. Bowser bid 
against Stan Copeland of Columbus, 
Ohio, B. W. Stevens of Quincy, Illinois, 
and Willis Tilton of Topeka, Kansas, and 
purchased what he felt was the outstand
ing fluted point in the King collection. 
The King fluted point also became Dr. 
Bowser's finest fluted point. This and 
several other large fluted points were 
mounted in a frame in the King museum 

and were removed and sold separately 
at the sale. 

The provenience provided by the 
King museum listed this point as being 
found in Pope County, Minnesota. It is 
believed that King acquired it from the 
Payne collection. The material used in 
this point is believed to be Carter Cave 
flint which comes from Carter County, 
Kentucky. Some think it may be Flint 
Ridge flint but most do not know what 
it is. It has a white streak and a pepper
ing of red paprika colored dots mixed 
with a creamy pink translucent base 
color. Fluted points of exotic and un
identifiable materials are often found, 
probably due to the nomadic habits of 
their makers. 

Fig. 1 (Baldwin) Obverse and reverse of the King fluted point. It is 43A inches in length. 
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Miami River Axes 

There are a number of distinct stone 
axe types peculiar to, and predomi
nately found in, the Ohio area. One of 
them is the so-called Miami River axe— 
a name given the type by the late Dr. 
Gordon Meuser who discerned a pre
ponderance of this scarce tool in the 
Miami drainage of western Ohio. Even 
though there may indeed be more of 
them in this area than elsewhere, speci
mens have also been found in central 
and northern Ohio as well. They are not 
common in any area and like a great 
many distinctive artifacts, finds are 
sporadic and isolated. Specific archae
ological sites in western Ohio do not 
produce them in any sort of quantity 
at all. 

Nearly all Miami type axes are par-

By 
Robert N. Converse 

Plain City, Ohio 

ticularly well-made —at least those 
which have escaped deterioration from 
the elements or damage from farm im
plements. There is an appearance of 
symmetry and it is evident that there 
was a great deal of skill and pride used 
in its manufacture since there are rela
tively few crude examples. 

Typically, the Miami axe has a heavy 
poll disproportionate to the size of the 
blade—the only other axe type with this 
large-poll small-blade attribute is one 
variety of trophy axe. Miami axes are 
always fully grooved around this thick 
and heavy poll. A pronounced ridge is 
present, especially on the lower side of 
the groove where the blade recedes at 
an abrupt angle. The blade is not heavy 
in cross-section and tapers decidedly 

from the poll. It terminates in a spatula
like bit or occasionally in a somewhat 
pointed fashion. An odd characteristic 
of the poll is that even on the finest of 
specimens there is usually not much 
polish and often shows the peck marks 
which shaped it. 

Materials vary widely. Most are made 
from a compact type of stone such as 
quartzite, granitic material, diorite or 
amphibolite. I don't recall having ever 
seen one of these axes made of slate, 
a material found in a number of western 
Ohio axes. As with all Ohio tools, the 
stone used came from glacial cobbles. 

Sizes also have a fairly large range. 
Some of the smaller examples are not 
much larger than the palm of one's hand 
while others may weigh several pounds. 

Fig. 1 (Converse) A Miami type axe from Delaware County, Ohio. It is made from a brown compact stone 
containing a great deal of quartz. The axe is in the collection of Mabel Hawk, Shelby, Ohio. 
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Spoonville—Classic Michigan Hopewell 
By 

John Baldwin 
West Olive, Michigan 

The first recorded investigation of the 
Spoonville site was in 1857 by Able An
derson. Mr. Anderson reported that one 
of the mounds yielded human remains 
and a number of artifacts including 
hatchets (copper axes or celts). In 1962 
the University of Michigan examined 
the Spoonville Mounds and site area. 
A profile trench was dug through the 
mound originally dug by Anderson. 
(Figure C.) The screening operation re
covered two reconstructable vessels; 
both were well fired, limestone tem
pered, thin walled gobular Hopewell 
shape pots. The two vessels strongly 
resemble the quadrilobate vessels from 
the Southern Illinois Knight mounds. 
The two Spoonville pots are believed 
to have been imported to Michigan. 
(Figure F.) Other sherds recovered that 
are of Quimby's Sumnerville type (Quim-
by 1941) appear to have been produced 
locally. Spoonville is about 20 km up the 
Grand River from Lake Michigan. It is 
located east of Grand Haven and South 
of Nunica, Michigan. 

My interest in Spoonville was ac
celerated while digging on the site lo
cation with Dr. Richard E. Flanders and 
the Grand Valley State College students. 
As part of my quest for archaeological 
information I enrolled in Grand Valley's 
spring and summer course 307 —Field 
Techniques and Lab Methods. The sum
mer's work consisted of lab work and 
field excavation of an 1850 logging 
camp and two woodland sites along the 
Grand River; Wells site and Spoonville. 
Studying the texts and site and physical 
evidence in the lab and artifacts housed 
at the Grand Rapids public museum re
vealed that the Michigan Hopewell com
plex referred to as the Goodall Focus 
(Quimby 1941) is as rich as anything 
recovered in Ohio or Southern Illinois. 

A majority of the excavation time in 
the course was spent excavating the 
associated village site adjacent to the 
Grand River and approximately 200 
meters from the original three Spoon
ville mounds. The Hopewell occupation 
occurs on a lower level or bench along 
the Grand River. Presently the area we 
excavated is a historic oak woods of 
approximately 30 acres. The woods is 
second growth after lumbering took all 
the original native pines. The higher 
level of the woods and uphill from our 
excavation site about 50 meters is a late 
Woodland site, established by an earlier 
University of Michigan excavation. 

I am amazed by the vast number of 
flint chips and projectiles produced by 
our excavation whose material origin is 
either the Ohio Upper Mercer or Coshoc
ton gray and black flint and a fair amount 

of translucent Ohio Flint Ridge chal
cedony. One honey colored drill fash
ioned from a very thin ovate blade, 
retaining part of the blade as a base, 
and many translucent flake knives were 
part of the site excavation artifacts. A 
depth of 90 cm produced sterile non-
artifact yielding strata. Charcoal, shell 
and pottery fragments were recovered 
from the surface, with the concentration 
established in levels 3 and 4 at about 
30 cm. The sherds (ceramic fragments) 
and the other artifacts are prehistoric 
village floor debris. Some ceramics are 
plain while the decorative features-
incised, cord marked, rocker dentate 
and plain dentate designs—occurred 
on different fragments. The sherds are 
identified as coming from Marion Thick 
and classic Woodland Hopewell, (Michi
gan variety) pots. Small bone fragments, 
badly deteriorated, were occasionally 
found. The ground features consisted of 
sherd concentrations, charcoal con
centrations and some dark lateral earth 
staining reminiscent of plow scars but 
never exactly identified. The earth con
sisted of woods floor humus and rich 
black dirt approximately 15 cm deep 
and a rich light brown sandy loam to 
exceeding depths. 

A stone termed a 'Marek stone," oc
curred frequently throughout the exca
vation as did a quantity of fire cracked 
rock. One such Marek stone is visible 
in Figure (D) above the copper spoon 
in the excavation photo. Marek stones 
are conical in shape, about 5 to 7 cm 
high, smooth on all surfaces with a flat 
bottom. They show no sign of grinding 
or polish, yet they are not natural to the 
soil or area. Closer examination with a 
microscope may reveal wear patterns 
and suggest a use. 

The Hopewell projectile point shapes 
found at Spoonville are interesting. 
Many Snyders points of classic shape 
are West Michigan surface finds. The 
Franz—Green mound along the Michi
gan Indiana border, southwest of Kala
mazoo, produced 7 Snyders considered 
to be the ultimate Snyders shape. (Pre
historic Art 1983) The Norton mound 
group produced 3 groups of 7 Snyders 
variants that are long and slender with 
a Snyders base and notching referred 
to as the Norton type. (Anta White 1978) 
Spoonville projectiles are a Snyders 
type that shape-wise is referred to as a 
Jacks Reef type point. Wm. Ritchie 
named the Jack's Reef point from points 
found in an intrusive mound association 
and site at Onondaga County, New York. 
There is no known Intrusive culture in 
Michigan, however the projectiles are 
of the same shape and style. Further 
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study will either confirm the points as 
being the same culture or establish a 
new type and name for the Michigan 
Hopewell variety. Note the point from 
the Spoonville mound excavation Figure 
(B). This mix of Michigan Snyders shapes 
and carbon 14 dating of Norton and 
Spoonville strongly suggests two things. 
First: West Michigan Hopewell was a 
direct trade route to the south. Copper 
was most likely the important industry. 
Secondly: The relic trait evidence and 
dating average (Around 100 A.D.) indi
cates West Michigan Hopewell is not a 
later spin off of Ohio or Illinois but rather 
evolved parallel with southern Hope
well influence. 

Classic artform Michigan Hopewell 
relics are well represented in burials 
along the Grand River from Grand 
Rapids to Lake Michigan. The Converse 
Site along Front Street in downtown 
Grand Rapids was originally a 40 mound 
complex. Most of the burials were exca
vated by road workers about 1850 or 
were covered up by city streets. Reports 
of copper, silver, pipes and large flints 
are part of the historical record. (Grand 
Rapids Press 1858) The Wood Duck 
effigy platform pipe (Ohio Archaeolo
g is t -Vo lume 3 4 - # 2 , page 40) from 
downtown Grand Rapids is one of the 
classic artifacts from this Hopewell com
plex. The Norton mounds which lie down 
river about 4 km from Grand Rapids 
produced several platform pipes, one 
of which was a slitstone platform pipe 
with an elk head as the effigy. The elk 
horns are carved on each side of the 
bowl. A turtle effigy pipe of the same 
material was also found. Several highly 
engraved turtle shells were also part of 
the Norton excavations as were the 
small highly decorated Hopewell classic 
globular pots. (Griffin —Flanders 1970) 
Copper artifacts, very large conch shells, 
carved and polished bone, mica and 
several out of state origin flint material 
projectiles were also found at Norton. 

The Paggeot site, which lies 13 km 
up river from Lake Michigan and just 
west of Spoonville, has yielded fresh 
water pearls, a conch shell dipper, turtle 
shell dishes, polished bone pins, two 
split and polished pointed deer meta-
podials, one split tibiotarsus turkey pin, 
incised ceramic fragments, two com
plete ceramic vessels, one large and 
one small, both with crosshatching, 
zoning and dentate stamping and classic 
Hopewell channeled rims. The Paggeot 
grave goods included the only known 
ceramic Hopewell platform effigy pipe. 
(Figure K.) The bowl and stem hole end 
represent a classic Hopewell curved 
base platform type pipe. The bowl has 



an extreme classic Hopewel l flair top. 
The front half of this pipe is represented 
by a raptorial bird head. This zoomorphic 
representat ion has a long beak, carved 
circular eyes, a long inscribed mouth 
and undercut jaw. The top and side of 
the beak are carved with long lateral 
lines represent ing cultural meaning or 
color change of the bird it represents. 

The Grand River area Hopewel l ex
plorat ion is vir tual ly untapped archaeol-
ogically. It is apparent that this area is 
much more than just an isolated Hope
w e l l i n h a b i t e n c e . The r e s e a r c h at 
Spoonvi l le and along the Grand River 
may eventual ly link enough information 

together to solidly establish this area 
as one of the major H o p e w e l l c o m 
plexes. The dating conclusions already 
indicate that the archaeological books 
need to be rewri t ten. That is what ar
chaeology is all about, researching the 
past and looking for clues to our future. 
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PHOTOS 
With the permission and courtesy of Dr. 
Richard E. Flanders, Grand Valley State 
Colleges, Allendale Michigan. 

(Fig. A) Hopewell artifacts created from copper. Early excavations from the Spoonville site. Housed 
at the Field Museum, Chicago. Illinois. A. B. C. Q. M. copper pins or needles. D. and I. copperheads. 
E. F. G. H. K. L. R. S. T U. V W. copper celts or axes. J. enlarged copper bead. N. a copper pin or 
needle wrapped with the original thread. O. and P. classic copper ear spools. Note the fabric 
marks on the copper celts. 
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(Fig. B) Artifacts excavated at Spoonville in the 1962 profile trenching by the University of Michigan. Ceramic 
fragments, copper pin. Avon flint flake knife, slate gorget fragment and two flint knives. The notched point recovered 
from this mound appears to be the Jack s Reef type or is a Michigan Hopewell type point not yet properly named. 

(Fig. C) Profile trenching of the Abel Anderson Spoonville mound in 1962 by the University of Michigan and 
Dr. Richard E. Flanders. 
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(Fig. D) 1969 excavation of Spoonville mound 2 by Dr. Richard E. Flanders and Grand Valley State 
Colleges. Visible in the photo from top to bottom are: copper celt, flint core, two flake knives, a "Marek" 
stone, the copper spoon and a mica sheet. A third flake knife found about 5 meters from this core matched 
one of the flake scars. 

— I i l i l i I .J . I . I . I . i . i . i i • • 

(Fig. E) The 8 copper celts from Spoonville mound #2. One was in a bark pouch or covering. Note the fabric marks on the celts. 
The copper spoon was created like the horn spoons or late prehistoric North West Coast spoons or a gourd spoon that was 
believed to have been used through prehistoric times. The long copper pike was held in the hand of one of the interred humans. 
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(Fig. F) Three classic Hopewell pots from the Spoonville site. The top pot was excavated from 20-OT-l mound (the largest mound) at Spoonville. 
The bottom two pots were probably recovered from the Abel Anderson mound in the 1962 trenching profile work. Note the globular quadrilobate 
shapes with zoning, incising, punctate, rocker dentate and cross hatched rim features. 
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(Fig. G) The largest Spoonville mound, mound #2, burial map plan. A. B. C. D. E. F and G. are the copper celts or axes. The 
pot with its unusual zoning is the pot drawn as Figure F. top. 
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(Fig. H) Spoonville mound 2 copper spoon. The Spoonville mound group got its name from an early pioneer family 
that lived in the area named Spoon. Isn't it ironic that a copper spoon would be found at Spoonville? 

I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . \ • \ I \ 
(Fig. I) Spoonville mound number 2 mica sheet. Flint core of Avon flint and three flake knives. 
Note that one of the knives fit the scar on the core. These seemingly common tools were obviously 
of great importance to these people. 
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fFig. /) Spoonville mound number 2. An old photograph prior to the mounds destruction for the building of 
a home site and later excavation by Grand Valley State Colleges. 

(Fig. K) Paggeot site artifacts. Conch shell dipper, bone pin, bone handle, Hopewell effigy pipe, pearl beads, 
pottery fragments and turtle shell fragments, probably used as dishes. This site was discovered by a sewer 
trenching operation along the Grand River. This material and two long split, polished and pointed deer 
metapodial pins and a split tibiotarsus turkey bone pin were all with one burial. 
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A Theoretical Model of Western Lake Erie 
Prehistory: A 1984 Perspective 

By 
David M. Stothers (Ph.D.) 

Director, Laboratories of Ethnoarchaeology 
The University of Toledo 

Radiocarbon dated • AAod.fi.d alt.r Stoth«fi(]°78) Masan(l98ll. 
and S lo l tunt Grav.i(l983> 
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Heavy Duty Points 
By 

Robert N. Converse 
Plain City, Ohio 

Heavy duty points have long been 
popular among collectors. Like many 
distinct and scarce types, they are easily 
recognized and thus are highly collect
able. Within this type classification may 
be found some of the finest and most 
eye-pleasing flintwork known in Ohio. 
The blade is shaped by a series of tiny 
narrow pressure flakes which extend 
from blade edge to the center where 
they meet from opposite sides and quite 
often appear to be one continuous flake. 
Much of the original percussion flake 
scarring is obliterated by these pressure 
flakes, but when it is present it appears 
to have been accomplished with a sure-
handed deftness and skill. This combina
tion of carefully directed pressure and 
percussion flaking presents a point that 
is thick but smoothly rounded and sym
metric with no thin or delicate projec
tions. All of these factors are evidence 
that heavy duty point makers had com
plete mastery and control over the tech
niques used in fashioning flint. 

The base is square or sometimes 
slightly indented with rounded corners 
and is heavily ground and polished. In 
classic examples it will be noted that 
there are two or three small V-shaped 
flakes taken from the base to thin the 
stem. These curious flakes are a type 
characteristic and seem to have been 
removed in a different manner than the 
blade pressure flakes. 

The shoulders are seldom pronounced 
and are often sloping and rounded at 
the corners. Most heavy duty points are 
between 2% inches and 4 inches in 
length. Longer examples are known but 
they rarely reach the 5 inch range. Also 
among this type will be found some of 
the best examples of Zaleski flint—a 
jet black glossy stone quarried from the 
Upper Mercer deposits in Vinton, Hock
ing and Jackson counties. Classic speci
mens are nearly always made of this 
high quality material. Indiana hornstone 
is occasionally found but rarely will 
heavy duty points be made of dull chert 
or poor quality flint. Flint Ridge flint is 
sparingly found and use of colorful exotic 
Flint Ridge flint in the type is almost 
unknown. Because of its scarcity, dis
tribution patterns are difficult to discern. 
Site collections rarely have more than 
one of the type and most finds are of 
isolated pieces. 

Fig. 1 (Converse) Eight Ohio heavy duty points. All are of Upper Mercer flint, top three and center 
Zaleski, except for bottom left and right. Bottom left is Flint Ridge chalcedony, bottom right is 
4Vi inches long from Shelby County and made of Logan county chert. 
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Surface Found Knives 
By 

Robert White 
Heath, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (White) Shown are a variety of knives I have found while 
surface hunting in Ohio. Left to right — Muskingum Co. — Licking Co. 
— Madison Co.—Perry Co.—Licking Co. Middle knife is 5'A inches 
long. 

Unusual Find of a Pentagonal Point 
By 

Walter Sperry 
6910 Range Line Rd., Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

The pentagonal point shown in the 
accompanying photograph was found 
while discing a field in the summer of 
1981. It is slightly over 2 inches long 
and is made from the dark gray and red 
striped flint from deposits on the north
eastern portion of Flint Ridge. 

This point was found in a field which 
is entirely black bottom ground and 
which has never produced a flake of 
flint. It is possible that the bulldozer 
which removed the stumps from the 
field when it was cleared may have 
brought the point from below the plow 
zone. 

The location of the find brings to mind 
some interesting questions. How deep 
was the point originally in the ground? 
Could there be more such artifacts at 
deep levels and how deep might they 
be? I n all probability this field was under 
water in prehistoric times and did the 
Indian have to use some sort of water-
craft? Or was the point lodged in some 
animal who escaped and died in the 
swamp? 

Fig. 1 (Sperry) Pentagonal point of striped Flint Ridge flint from Knox County, 
Ohio. 
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Federal Grant Enables Hopeton Analysis 
The Ohio Historic Preservation Office 

has received a special $12,300 grant 
from the U.S. Department of Interior's 
Historic Preservation Fund for an aerial 
photographic analysis of the Hopeton 
Earthworks, a National Historic Land
mark near Chillicothe. The photographs 
will enable archaeologists to evaluate 
the condition of the earthworks and 
prepare long-term plans to prevent their 
further deterioration. The study's results 
are expected to be applicable to the 
preservation of similar prehistoric earth
works in Ohio and surrounding states, 
as well. The grant is one of only six made 
nationwide to plan for the preservation 
of non-federally-owned damaged or de
teriorating National Historic Landmarks. 
The National Historic Landmarks pro
gram recognizes important properties 
which illustrate nationally-significant 

aspects of American history or pre
history. 

Hopewell culture flourished in Ohio 
fromapproximately300B.C.to250A.D. 
The Hopeton Earthworks comprises 
earthen embankments in circles, a rec
tangle and parallel walls. Regarded as 
one of the best-preserved Hopewellian 
ceremonial centers in the central Scioto 
RiverValley.it is endangered by agricul
tural activity. Plowing and cultivation 
have reduced its earthen walls from a 
recorded height of 12 feet to 2 feet or 
less, and at some points they have been 
destroyed. The National Park Service 
has been authorized to acquire part of 
the earthworks, however an allocation 
which would have funded the purchase 
was dropped from the final version of 
the Congressional appropriations bill. 

Archaeology Survey 
and Planning 

Grants Awarded 

The Ohio Historic Preservation Office 
has awarded Survey and Planning 
Matching Grants totaling $ 15,056 to the 
Portage County Regional Planning Com
mission for a "Critical Archaeological 
Sites Identification"; the Monroe County 
Park District for the "Piatt Park Rock-
shelter Test Excavations"; and the Con
tract Archaeology Department of the 
Ohio Historical Society for an "Archae
ological Survey and National Register 
of Historic Places Site Evaluation Along 
the Olentangy and Scioto River Drain
ages in Northern Franklin and Southern 
Delaware Counties, Ohio." 
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OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY 

The Archaeological Society of Ohio is organized to discover and conserve archaeological sites and 
material within the State of Ohio, to seek and promote a better understanding among students and 
collectors of archaeological material, professional and non-professional, including individuals, museums, 
and institutions of learning, and to disseminate knowledge on the subject of archaeology. Membership 
in this society shall be open to any person of good character interested in archaeology or the collecting 
ot American Indian artifacts, upon acceptance of written application and payment of dues. 


